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Abstract
A simulation study was performed to model the transient behavior of the dissolution of
hexahydro-1, 3,5-trinitro-1, 3,5-triazine (RDX) in Composition B. Composition B, also
referred to as CompB. CompB is made up of three parts: 54% RDX, 6% HMX and 40%
TNT. A numerical simulation was employed to model the overall solute transport
equation. The solute transport equation takes into account advection, dispersion,
sorption, degradation, mobile-immobile sorption, and a mass transfer source term.
Numerical code was developed and this model simulated the following: (1) flow rate, (2)
initial mass loading, (3) particle size and (4) field oil. The simulation model results
verified laboratory experiments provided by Phelan et. al. [2003] by applying the
governing advection-dispersion equation with a linear-driving-force source term of the
form kf (C, - C) . The variable k represents the lumped mass transfer coefficient
[1/day], which implicitly incorporates specific surface area. The concentration denoted
as C [mg/L], represents the effluent chemical concentration present in water at a given
time while C, [mg/L] represents the concentration at equilibrium. The mass transfer
source term was evaluated by correlating k to the modified Sherwood number. The
modified Sherwood number was fitted with a least-squares method that approximated
non-aqueous phase liquid (NAPL) dissolution [Miller et. al., 1990]. This study adjusted
the constants developed with the obtained modified Sherwood number to model RDX.
Modeling development used a modified Sherwood number in the form: Sh = al* Ow
*(Re/Ow)Aa*Omb*Sc^c with al, a, b, and c as fitting coefficients. Also, Ow and Om are
defined as the volumetric water content and volumetric energetic mass content
[dimensionless], respectively. Simulation modeling results were fit by using al=1.87,
a=0.5, b=0.56, c=0.5. The simulation code effectively modeled RDX effluent profiles.
Thesis Supervisor: Ph.D., John H. Lienhard
Title: Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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Chapter 1 Introduction
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a simulation code to model Royal Demolition Explosive
(RDX) contamination in groundwater and soil. In order to assess techniques to model effluent
RDX profiles, a literature review was performed to investigate the different historical methods.
This literature review will be presented in Chapter 2. The technique chosen to model RDX
groundwater contamination is based upon the general solute transport equation combined with
source and sink terms. The source term is defined with the mass transfer equation that describes
solid particle dissolution into pore water concentration.
The solute transport equation modeled in this work was taken largely impart from
Powers et. al., [1991] and Jury [1991]. This aforementioned work will be presented in Chapter 3.
The sink terms are functional terms that influence overall solute transport behavior. They control
the amount of solute available for transport and the overall effluent concentration behavior. The
effluent concentration behavior is often denoted as the Breakthrough Curve (BTC) [Jury, 1991,
Lee et. al., 2000, van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976 and 1977]. This is so because the solute
transport curve represents the breakthrough concentration as a function of time. The sink terms
used in this analysis include the following key terms:
1) Degradation
2) Sorption
3) Mobile-Immobile regions
A detailed description of these terms are contained in Soil Physics 5 h Edition, Jury [1991].
Similar methods of analysis for modeling solute transport have been performed and documented
by many scientists including [Phelan et. al., 2002-3, Powers et. al., 1991 and 1994, Jury 1991,
Miller et. al., 1990, Imhoff et. al., 1993].
There are several options available for modeling chemical solute transport. The first option
involves the use of existing software such as commercial or freeware/shareware. The second
option available involves the development and use of a unique custom built code tailored to
specific output of interest. There are advantages and disadvantages involved in either option.
The advantages in opting for existing software as the preferred method include robustness and
ready to use or availability factors.
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However, disadvantages discouraging the use of existing software are as follows: (1) The user
must familiarize oneself with the software; (2) The software may not be user friendly; (3) The
software may not contain a graphics package; (4) The software may contain limited variable
control; and/or (5) The existing software may contain "bugs" in the program itself
In contrast, developing a new simulation model provides design options that code specific mass
transfer functions. This is an important aspect because in order to characterize specific mass
transfer processes, a new model is often essential. In particular, a new simulation code could be
used with the modified Sherwood number to calculate mass transfer processes quantitatively.
Writing new code has other advantages. Additional advantages include: computer-programming
language (i.e. C++, Fortran, etc.), code written for specific functions, and ability to modify code
when necessary (i.e. new methods for solutions, technological advances).
Despite the benefits of a new simulation model, several disadvantages must also be taken into
consideration. These disadvantages include the following: (1) The time necessary to develop a
new code; (2) Limited flexibility; (3) Limitations on the range of experiments that the code can
model; and (4) The extra time necessary to code natural processes in soils or weather patterns.
It is believed that the benefits of writing a new code are well worth the time necessary for its
development. The development of new modeling code allows the opportunity to include features
that are currently unavailable in existing software. Application of a new code also eliminates the
time necessary to the understanding and use of the existing code. Furthermore, existing code may
not be compatible with newer computers due to outdated programming techniques. Moreover,
writing a new code requires a full understanding of the solute transport theory whereas existing
code does not require that. For these reasons, the development, use, and application of a new
modeling code prove to be worth studying.
As a result, this work develops a new modeling simulation code necessary to study the chemical
solute transport process. This work also seeks to utilize the techniques offered by available
mathematical and programming software.
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In this work, technological advances in mathematical software proved to be paramount in the
simplification of the programming as well as the amount of time necessary to the development of
the programming process.
The computer code developed in this report utilized Equation 3.13. The simulation code is
capable of modeling chemical pollutants including RDX contamination, which was used in
verification of code capabilities. The spatial derivatives were estimated by applying a forward-
difference, Taylor series expansion on each spatial derivative and the temporal derivatives were
approximated using a Crank-Nicholson time-averaging scheme.
In addition, results from laboratory experiments, conducted by Sandia National Laboratories,
were used to evaluate key mass transfer processes that control RDX contamination [Phelan et. al.,
2002-3]. These experiments were also used for a comparison with results obtained from
computer simulation code. The lab experiments used in this report verified simulation results
predicted from the modeling code developed at MIT. In addition, the simulation verified the use
of a linear driving source term also used in the T2TNT code developed at Sandia National
Laboratories [Phelan et. al., 2002-3].
This report provides the following: (1) a Literature review; (2) a modeling theory; (3) a
development synopsis as it relates to coding and its methodology (4) a brief summary of
laboratory experiments used for comparison as well as a comparison between simulation results
and experimental results; and finally (5) results from previously performed work.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 RDX Properties
Royal Demolition Explosive (RDX) has a chemical structure defined as hexahydro-1, 3,5-trinitro-
1, 3,5-triazine as shown in Figure 2-1 [Shull et. al., 1999, pg. 7, Figure 2.1].
0 2 N C < NO 2r ~e
I M2
H2 C~ N C2
NO 2
Figure 2-1: RDX Chemical Structure
RDX is a major "contaminant of concern (COC)". The health advisory (toxicity level) for RDX
was reported as 1 (gg/L) [Shull et. al., 1999]. The liquid diffusivity coefficient was reported as
7.15E-6 cm 2/sec [Shull et. al., 1999], modeling simulations used this value.
The following sections discuss historical information on degradation, sorption, physical
conditions, solid particle dissolution, NAPL dissolution, and mass transfer relationships.
2.2 Degradation
RDX degradation has not been studied extensively. Existing literature presents conflicting results
for evaluating degradation coefficients. RDX soil under aerobic conditions has a half-life
between 17 and 50 days [Shull et. al., 1999]. Another source indicated minor biodegradation
occurred under aerobic conditions, while noting that in some experiments, degradation was
undetectable [Speitel et. al., 2001]. Recent work predicted degradation coefficients to range from
0.0 to 0.065 days-' [Phelan et. al., 2003]. From existing data, it is suggested that only low values
for degradation be used to predict RDX solute behavior.
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2.3 Sorption
Similar to degradation research, sorption data was not readily available for RDX. Standard
sorption methods are used to evaluate tracer column experiments as well as to measure the
amount of concentration adsorbed in the soil particles. The linear sorption coefficient (Kd) was
reported to be between 0.18 and 0.57 (ml/g) [Speitel et. al., 2001]. The linear sorption coefficient
is a measure of how much solute can adsorb to soils. These values are relatively low compared to
average values for various contaminants of concern [Jury, 1991]. Similar work [Phelan et. al.,
2003] extended the range to approximately 0 to 1.87 (ml/g). Sorption capabilities are included in
the simulation model restricted to the specified ranges.
2.4 Physical Conditions
Solute transport is primarily driven by weather fluctuations in temperature and rainfall. "Soil
conditions will directly be affected by any changes in weather cycles" [Phelan et. al., 2003]. This
historical data suggests that from the soil surface down a few meters, temperature and saturation
are variable [Phelan et. al., 2003]. "Furthermore, column experimental data estimated a
five-order of magnitude change in concentration from 15 to 50C" [Phelan et. al., 2003]. In
addition, energetic material residue only exists within the first 2 m of topsoil, typically within 1 ft
of the soil surface [Phelan et. al., 2002].
"RDX residue is dispersed from military weapon testing and is contained in explosive material
compositions" [Phelan et. al., 2002]. From this source of contamination, the RDX residue then
dissolves in the pore water and contaminates groundwater and aquifers below. The composition
used in this study is referred to as Composition B (CompB) energetic material [Phelan et. al.,
2002]. CompB material is dispersed as solid particles with unknown particle size ranges. In
order to characterize RDX particle dissolution, or CompB particle dissolution, information on
solid particle dissolution could prove to be helpful. Also, solute transport code is invariant to the
actual chemical. With that, RDX can be modeled without knowing the exact residue
composition. As a result of this, RDX will be presented throughout this work and CompB is
referred to less frequently.
Two types of research literature were directly pertinent to RDX dissolution: (1) Solid particle
dissolution of chemicals in packed beds, and (2) Non-aqueous Phase Liquids (NAPLs). Early
research studied solid particle dissolution in packed bed systems [Pfeffer, 1964, Pfeffer and
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Happel, 1964, Wilson and Geankoplis, 1966]. Thereafter, a major concern for non-aqueous phase
liquids (NAPLs) led to extensive research work on understanding NAPL contamination [Miller
et. al., 1990, Powers et. al., 1991, 1992, and 1994, Imhoff et. al., 1993 and 1998, Bradford et. al.,
2000, Hunt et. al., 1988]. Sections 2.5 and 2.6 discuss solid and NAPL particle dissolution.
2.5 Solid Particle Dissolution
Research work performed by Pfeffer [1964] evaluated heat and mass transport in multiparticle
systems. Pfeffer combined "free surface transport" with "thin boundary layer theory" to prescribe
advective and diffusive mechanisms across a "thin boundary layer" in order to describe solute
transport [Pfeffer, 1964]. His work deduced that solute transport was correlated to the Sherwood
(or Nusselt) number, the Peclet number, and the soil porosity. In addition, Pfeffer [1964]
concluded that a linear driving force existed relating mass transfer coefficients to Reynolds
numbers. Pfeffer also verified his work by comparing historical data for liquid and solid
dissolution. As a result of a continued effort between Pfeffer and Happel [1964], they were able
to develop a better estimate of the Sherwood number as it relates to the Reynolds number.
Estimated Sherwood numbers are presented in Table 2-1 toward the end of this chapter.
In addition, Wilson and Geankoplis {1966] followed similar work and studied Reynolds number
ranges and its effect on bed depth, along with dilution of beds for solid benzoic spheres. They
also examined the Schmidt number (p/pD) and its effect on mass transfer processes (denoted as
'J' in their text). Wilson and Geankoplis studied dissolution for solid benzoic spheres and
determined no effects were observed for: (1) bed depth dilution, (2) the Schmidt number, or (3)
bed depth variations. Wilson and Geankoplis suggested the Sherwood number was directly
proportional to the mass transfer flux rate J (Sh = J- (dp-q/D) S- 13 ); modified from [Wilson and
Geankoplis, 1966, pg. 9, Eq. 2]. The Sherwood number is defined as (Sh = krd/D), Schmidt
number (Sc = /p-D, d) (cm) is the particle diameter; and D (cm2/sec) is the diffusivity. For a
complete description of the governing mass transfer relationship, see Chapter 3.
Wilson and Geankoplis [1966] also reported that diluting bed mass fraction had little effect. One
hypothesis is that the experiments overloaded the column mass such that solubility limits were
approached. Data results would then disguise possible evidence of dilution effects. Another
important finding suggested bed depth had no importance. For example, whether the bed depth
was 5 cm or 10 cm, the results were similar as well as consistent. The significant of this
information becomes apparent as it relates to the development modeling process. Moreover,
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additional insights can be extended as a result of the aforementioned results. Data suggest that
coding solid particle dissolution is invariant to bed depth. The simulation code could distribute
the mass throughout the column and not be concerned with making a separate layer of finer mesh
size.
2.6 NAPL Dissolution
Extensive research has been conducted involving the fate and transport of non-aqueous phase
liquids (NAPLs). NAPLs are chemicals that are not fully soluble in water. Several authors have
examined groundwater contamination [Powers et. al., 1991 and 1994, Hunt et. al., 1988, Imhoff
et. al., 1994, etc.]. RDX could potentially be modeled with NAPL mass transfer rates because
RDX is only slightly soluble in water. Trichloroethylene (TCE) is a commonly researched
NAPL. TCE solubility at room temperature has been reported as 1100 mg/L [Powers et. al.,
1991] while RDX and 2,4,6-Trinitrotoluene (TNT) are approximately 40 mg/L and 120 mg/L at
22'C [Phelan et. al., 2002], respectively.
NAPL research evaluated one-dimensional advection-dispersion mass transport by applying a
first-order mass transfer rate correlated with NAPL size and shape [Powers et. al., 1994, Miller et.
al., 1990]. The general mass transfer equation used by most authors involves the form k-a0 -(C5 -C)
where 'k' (cm/day) is the mass transfer coefficient, ao (cm') represents the specific surface area,
and C, and C (mg/L) are the solubility concentration limit and measured effluent concentration,
respectively. The models developed by these researchers were used to establish proper mass
transfer coefficients and converted to the dimensionless Sherwood numbers.
Researchers also used the dimensionless Sherwood number in order to calculate the best-fit mass
transfer coefficient, which can be used to predict dissolution. In this calculation researchers
established a link between the Sherwood number and surrogate properties. They also included
variables such as NAPL, volumetric mass fraction, particle size, soil properties, and flow rates
[Powers et. al., 1991]. By utilizing a least squares method, several authors were able to develop a
Sherwood number as a function of the Reynolds number, Schmidt number, Peclet Number, and
NAPL volumetric fraction [Powers et. al., 1994, Miller et. al., 1990, Imhoff et. al., 1998].
Although researchers did make the aforementioned progress, they also found that the mass
transfer coefficient was difficult to evaluate because there was little if any specific information
available to them in regards to the surface area. In reaction to this fact, scientists utilized a
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"lumped mass transfer coefficient" that would incorporate the surface area. For those who used
the lumped mass transfer coefficient, a modified Sherwood number was defined. In the next
session, further discussion will be dedicated to this specific topic as it relates to the mass transfer
processes.
NAPL dissolution theory was initially developed from existing solid spherical dissolution
[Powers et. al., 1992]. With that in mind, it now seems more justifiable to model RDX with
similar theory. Powers et. al., [1992] also related dissolution to pore geometry and discussed
theoretical methods for determining the mass transfer coefficients for steady-state and transient
dissolution. Their articles, [1992] and [1994], are experimental extensions of theory that
quantitatively solved for NAPL dissolution from the Sherwood number. Furthermore, prior to
Miller [Miller et. al., 1990], transient NAPL behavior was not modeled to include the influence of
changing NAPL mass fractions. One hypothesis inferred from these results asserts that although
RDX particles are not formed from pore geometry, flow fields and mass transfer rates may relate
to the soil structure. Thus, modeling RDX by inclusion of pore structure is feasible.
2.7 Mass Transfer Coefficient
The greatest difficulties that some authors [Miller et. al., 1991, Powers et. al., 1992; and Imhoff
et. al., 1993] encountered involved predicting the mass transfer relationships. Two general
approaches were taken in the effort to predict the mass transfer terms. The first approach
estimated changing particle surface area by approximating NAPLs into spherical particles. The
second approach introduced a lumped mass transfer coefficient that omitted calculating the
surface area. In case number two, the surface area and mass transfer coefficient were combined
A
to form the lumped mass transfer coefficient, denoted as k = k - a0 , again where 'k' (cm/day) is
the actual mass transfer coefficient and a0 (cm 1 ) is the specific surface area [Powers et. al., 1991].
The use of the lumped mass transfer process is crucial because it eliminates the need to calculate
surface area approximations.
In addition, the choice to correlate mass transfer to a dimensionless Sherwood number allowed
for a broad range of experiments to be compared and modeled with one function. The benefit of
introducing dimensionless coefficients results from normalizing important extensive parameters
such as flow rate and particle size. Other researchers confirmed the functionality of the lumped
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mass transfer process, including [knhoff et. al., 1994 and 1998, Bradford et. al., 2000], and
followed similar techniques to fit the modified Sherwood number.
Similarly, Webb and Phelan developed and simulated groundwater contamination experiments
from energetic material using software titled T2TNT [Webb et. al., 1999]. Webb and Phelan
effectively incorporated mass transfer and solute transport coefficients in order to model RDX.
Later, this group of researchers also validated the simulation model with column studies and
included parameters such as cyclic flow rate patterns [Phelan et. al., 2000, 2002, and 2003].
Chapter 6 will present a comparison of experimental work provided by Sandia National
Laboratories [Phelan et. al., 2003].
The table below summarizes the Sherwood numbers that are applicable to the RDX mass transfer
process. In general, Table 2-1 suggests the Sherwood number is equal to a constant multiplied by
volumetric mass fraction raised to a power. It takes a form similar to Sh=a*Om^b, with a, b
constant. Observation of Table 2-1 suggest using a simple Sherwood number with fewer
variables because many of the terms are constant with time and not used to predict transient
behavior. Table 2-1 was taken from [Powers et. al., 1991, pg. 466, Table 1 and Powers et. al.,
1992, pg. 2703, Table 8] and appended to with other published Sherwood numbers.
Table 2-1: Mass transfer coefficient relationships following [Powers et. al., 1991 and 1992J
Mathematical Model Sherwood or Conditions/Info Reference:
Modified Sherwood Number (')
Boundary layer flow, packed bed Sh = I.26[l-(1-c)5"]"WPe' Low Reynolds, Pfeffer [1964]
high Peclet Number
Boundary layer flow, packed bed Sh = b-Re2 "Sc, b=b(4) All Pe Pfeffer and Happel [1964]
Boundary layer flow, packed bed J = l.09/4-Re', Sh a J 0.0016 < Re < 55 Wilson and Geankoplis
Sh = 1.09(0,)-'PeV) [1966]
Boundary layer flow, packed bed Sh = 0.18[l/(-4)I /(l 1/]ReScm Limit as Re -+ 0 Nelson and Galloway [1975]
Combined experimental data Sh = 2 + 11Re 6Sc 1T  3 < Re < 3,000 Wakao and Kaguei [1982]
NAPL residual distributions Sh'= 120,(Re/ ) 7 5 o 0 .60 Sc'1/ 0.005 <(Re/O,) < 0.1 Miller et. al. [1990]
NAPL residual distributions Sh'= 340 (Re/O)'.710' 87 (x/d)- 0 3  d0 = dp, mean soil diam Imhoff et. al. [1994]
1.4 < x/dp <180
0.0012< Re <0.021
NAPL residual distributions Sh' =4.13(Re/O,) 0 .s"'6' 673U 0 3 69(On/0n )4 U -=d od, 6 = ds,/d, Powers et. al. [1994]
P4=0.518 + 0.1148 + 0.1OU; dm=0.05cm
0.012<Re<0.2
W = function of (0), Pe=Sc-Re, Re = pql/p, Sc = p/pD, Sh = kl/D, Sh'= k^12/D, D = diffusivity, l = characteristic length, usually lc
= db, do, d
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The behavior of NAPL dissolution and solid particle dissolution is governed by the same mass
transport equation, specifically, the advection-dispersion equation with proper source terms. The
fundamental mass transfer is analogous to heat transfer in that it is primarily driven by the
diffusion and advection processes [Lienhard IV and Lienhard V, 2002]. Typical heat transfer is
governed by the same equation for every material. Mass transfer of any substance is analogous to
heat transfer because it obeys the same principles. For example, soil is the medium for solute
transport analogous to a rod in heat transfer. Solute transport is driven by advection (flow) and
diffusion ("molecular interaction"), as heat is transferred by convection (i.e., air and liquid
advection), and conduction.
The linear driving force mechanism utilized for mass transfer processes takes the form k-a(Cs-C).
In conjunction with a modified Sherwood number, Sh', the lumped mass transfer coefficient
(k = k -a,) equates to Equation 2.1[Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 16, Eq. 2]:
Sh'= P(2.1)
D h
Where Sh' is the dimensionless modified Sherwood number, k is the mass transfer rate [day'],
dp [cm] is the particle diameter, and Dh [Cm 2 /day] is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient.
This work uses both the lumped mass transfer coefficient and the modified Sherwood number to
determine the transient mass transfer behavior. Chapter 3 will continue this discussion and use
the modified Sherwood number determined by Miller [Miller et. al., 1990] as listed in Table 2-1.
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Chapter 3 Theoretical Model Development
In order to characterize the behavior of RDX, this work developed a "phenomenological model"
that included the influence of energetic material particle size, initial mass, water flow rate,
temperature, and soil properties. The methodology used to develop the mass transfer equations
necessary to develop code that simulates RDX contamination in ground water and soil was taken
from work previously performed by Powers et. al., [1991]. This aforementioned work was
presented in "Theoretical Study of the significance of non-equilibrium dissolution of non-aqueous
phase liquids in subsurface systems" [Powers et. al., 1991].
The general solute transport equation with sink terms was taken from Jury [1991], the mass
transfer equation from Powers [Powers et. al., 1991], and the modified Sherwood number from
Miller [Miller et. al., 1990]. Several other authors followed similar techniques for solving mass
transfer processes as discussed in Chapter 2. Existing theory was used to develop an effective
solute transport equation, thereafter mathematical theory was used to form matrices to solve the
effluent concentration profiles.
The following section provides a brief description of the mass transfer formulation and the
methodology provided in the reference listed above. The general approach is to combine proper
source and sink terms with the basic advection-dispersion equation to obtain a complete solute
transport equation, and then solve the obtained equation numerically. Once the complete solute
transport equation was determined, mathematical principles were used to approximate the spatial
and temporal derivatives as discussed in Chapter 4. Following the numerical approximations, the
Matlab code was developed in order to simulate solute transport phenomena.
3.1 Simulation Model
Concentration effluent profiles can be characterized with the basic solute transport equation;
known as the advection-dispersion equation [Jury, 1991, pg. 223, Eq. 7.17]:
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Dersion/ Advection
0,---=t V -(0,D -VC)- q -VCat (3.1)
The variable D represents the dispersion coefficient (cm2/day), , is the volumetric water content
(ml/ml), q is the Darcy velocity (cm/day), and C is the effluent concentration (mg/L). The delta
'V' represents the partial spatial derivative. Solute transport behavior is often more complicated
to model than simply with Equation 3.1, so the inclusion of source and sink terms are necessary
for accurate modeling. Several source/sink terms are: (1) Solid-Liquid mass transfer (source
term); (2) Sorption/Desorption sink term; (3) Mobile-Immobile region sink term; and a (4)
Degradation sink term. These source and sink terms are described below.
3.2 Mobile-Immobile Sink Term
Solute transport models often incorporate "two-domain regions" to describe fate and transport of
solutes in soil. Many studies [Lee et. al., 2000, van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976 and 1977]
have shown that "breakthrough curves (denoted BTCs) show nonsymmetrical concentration
distributions for tracer experiments". Typically, effluent profiles rise fast then tail off slowly as
the mass depletes. This behavior can be explained with sorption/desorption processes, and
mobile-immobile regional flow fields [van Genuchten and Wierenga, 1976, Lee et. al., 2000].
The available pore space is divided into two regions separating zones into mobile and immobile
flow fields where solute is transported only out of mobile zones. The mobile region transports
solutes by advection, diffusion, and other processes. The immobile region only allows transport
by diffusion mechanisms. Separation of the regions into mobile and immobile sections allows for
preferential flow capabilities. "Mobile-Immobile models contain: (1) an immobile capacity
coefficient (denoted as Oim) that specifies the available fraction of each region; (2) a rate
coefficient (denoted as aim) (day') that allows for solute transport between the immobile and
mobile zones. This two-region model or mobile-immobile model (MIM) allows for preferential
movement of non-sorbing solute transport by reducing the effective transport volume" [Lee et.
al., 2000]. Major difficulty arises in estimating the required model parameters necessary to
include the MIM sink term. Researchers often establish a breakthrough curve (BTC) using a
chemical tracer and estimate eim and aim [Lee et. al., 2000]. Historical data for column tracer
tests for various soil types determined aim to range from 0.18 day' to 6.48 day', and im between
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0.04 to 0.31 [Lee et. al., 2000]. The MIM sink term is represented as [Jury, 1991, pg. 230, Eq.
7.28]:
ac
Oim at" =0 -a,(C, -C) (3.2)at
Where 'in' denotes mobile and 'im' denotes immobile regions.
3.3 Sorption Sink Term
In addition to MIM modeling parameters, basic sorption processes also exist in field soils.
Sorption effects shift the time horizontally to remove solutes and also account for
nonsymmetrical curves. Sorption occurs for several reasons: (1) soil particles are porous; (2)
covalent bonds; (3) chemical bonds; and (4) particle attraction due to other forces. This
nonsymmetrical behavior is referred to as a "Retardation" effect on the solute; the transport is
slowed by the soil particle sorption [Jury, 1991]. Approximate calculation of the Retardation
coefficient is acquired by use of a linear isotherm to evaluate the liquid adsorbed coefficient
(denoted as Kd with units of cm 3/g) from partitioning phase laws [Jury, 1991]. Chapter 5
discusses methods and values for Kd. For a linear isotherm relationship, the adsorbed
concentration is C. = Kd - Ci [Jury, 1991, pg. 226, Eq. 7.21]. The Retardation factor is
calculated by using the Kd coefficient along with the dry bulk density and volumetric water
content as shown in Equation 3.3 [Jury, 1991, pg. 227, Eq. 7.24].
R =1+PbPK (3.3)
3.4 Degradation Sink Term
Degradation occurs more rapidly in soils than in glass beads; preliminary studies showed RDX
degraded at low rates under aerobic conditions; values are discussed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5.
Although results were not definite, inclusion of a degradation coefficient would allow more
accurate control of the solute transport behavior.
The degradation coefficient is denoted with the symbol p with units of day-; degradation is a sink
term and influences solute transport. To account for mass loss due to degradation, this term is
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necessary. The degradation sink term is calculated with Equation 3.4 below and follows the form
of Jury [1991, pg. 233, Eq. 7.29]:
dC~dC* =- C (3.4)dt
3.5 Mass Transfer Source Term
The mass transfer source term is necessary for solid particle dissolution. In order to characterize
chemical dissolution, an effective mass transfer equation is essential. It has been shown that a
"single resistance, linear driving force model" [Powers et. al., 1991] can model mass transfer
processes accurately [Miller et. al., 1990, Powers et. al., 1992 and 1994, Phelan et. al., 2003].
Solid particles to liquid dissolution rates are controlled by the amount of mass transferred from
the solid phase to the liquid phase. Equation 3.5 represents the linear driving source term denoted
with the flux term F17 [Powers et. al., 1991]. Standard units for the flux rate F50 are mg/cm 2-day
with the specific surface area (a0) of cm-' units
F a, = kfaC(C, - C) (3.5)
The mass transfer coefficient is denoted with kf (cm/day). The variable C, (mg/L) represents the
solubility limit in water as a function of temperature. Mass transfer correlations are discussed
further in Section 3.5, and a lumped mass transfer coefficient is used instead to avoid determining
the surface area as a function of time.
Equation 3.1 combined with the equations with terms for mobile-immobile (3.2), sorption (3.3),
degradation (3.4), and mass transfer (3.5) yield:
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C Paca .acim dCoOW - +Job "= (0,D -VCJ - q- VCi+ Fao - Om-"-at at at dt
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R ' ac=-V.-(vDh -V C,)- q -VC, + kfao(Cs -C,) - Om -ai, (C, - C,,,) -,u -Ci
at
'orptionI
Degradation
(3.6)
Equation 3.5 is the full solute transport equation solved numerically with Matlabc to predict
solute transport behavior. Section 3.6 discusses the numerical solution. Table 3-1 summarizes
several variables in Equation 3.6. Other forms of Equation 3.6 are presented in later discussion.
Table 3-1: Summary of Model Variables
NAME SYMBOL UNITS DESCRIPTION
Solute Concentration C, mg/L Effluent Concentration
Equilibrium Concentration CS mg/L Solubility Limit (Max Conc.)
Adsorbed Concentration Cd mg/L Adsorbed to soil particles
Immobile Concentration Cim mg/L Immobile Region/no water flow
Dry Bulk Density Pb g/cm 3  Density of total soil amount
Degradation Concentration CP g/cm 3  Concentration lost to degradation
Mass Transfer Flux Rate F0 g/cm2 -day Mass Transfer flux
Retardation factor R -- Causes tailing effect
Volumetric Water Content ?-- Ratio of water, related to porosity
Hydrodynamic Dispersion Dh cm 2/day Free + advective dispersion
Liquid Diffusivity D, cm2 /day Free liquid dispersion
Dispersivity Coefficient a cm Measure of dispersion
Darcy Flux Rate Q cm/day Superficial velocity
Immobile domain i-- Controls size of immobile region
Mass Transfer Coefficient kI /day Solid -Liquid rate coefficient (RDX)
Specific Surface Area ao 1/cm Related to Area/Volume/particle
Mobile/Immobile Transfer Rate aim I/day Rate coefficient
Degradation rate 1/day Rate coefficient
Liquid-Liquid Partitioning Kd cm 3 /g Adsorbed distribution coefficient
Coefficient
The most important term in Equation 3.6 is the mass transfer term. It controls how much mass is
transferred from solid RDX particles to dissolved concentrations. Once mass from the particles
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has dissolved, solute transport processes will determine the overall effluent profile. The
remaining terms only influence the transport of effluent.
The focus of the following sections will be on logic of the mass transfer coefficient and the mass
transfer dissolution process. Most researches utilize two approaches in order to calculate the
mass transfer coefficient value: (1) Use a mass transfer coefficient times a specific surface area
(k a.) and correlate a0 from approximating it to spherical particles (or similar shapes);
otherwise (2) Use of a lumped mass transfer coefficient denoted as k = kf -a, (day1 )" [Powers
et. al., 1991]. The disadvantage to using the lumped mass transfer is that the surface area is not
determined. The lumped mass transfer form is not able to measure surface area, although it does
demonstrate changes in surface area as a function of time. This work used a lumped mass
transfer approximation to model the solute transport behavior because no information was
available experimentally for the diameter rate of change.
Many researchers correlated the mass transfer coefficient to some function of the Sherwood
number as discussed in Chapter 2 [Miller et. al., 1990, Powers et. al., 1992, Imhoff et. al., 1993,
Phelan et. al., 2003], thus choosing the lumped mass transfer method is appropriate. The mass
transfer coefficient is typically correlated to the Sherwood number. The Sherwood number is
often related to extensive experimental parameters such as porosity, energetic material particle
size, and flow rate. The ability to calculate mass transfer coefficients from a function derived
from extensive parameters (Sh = f (parameters)) simplifies modeling transient dissolution
behaviors.
The following sections will discuss the mathematical model in finer detail and mass transfer
processes. In order to solve Equation 3.6 the code uses: (1) A finite element approximation using
a Crank-Nicholson scheme to approximate temporal derivatives; (2) Taylor series expansion with
central-difference approximations for spatial derivatives; and (3) Iteratively solve a set of linear
equations set up in matrix form. An extensive review for the numerical coding is presented in
Chapter 4.
3.6 Mass Transfer Equation and the Modified Sherwood Number
"Non-equilibrium concentration differences between solid, liquid, and vapor phases induce net
fluxes. Interphase mass transfer process can be visualized as a culmination of the following
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steps: (1) diffusion and convection through the bulk phase of one fluid toward the interface
between phases; (2) storage, adsorption/desorption, convection, diffusion, or chemical reaction at
the interface; and (3) diffusion and convection away from the interface into the bulk of a second
fluid" [Powers et. al., 1991].
Mass transfer can occur by several means. Again, one common assumption that has modeled
well is a single-resistance, linear-driving-force model of the form aX(C.-C) [Powers et. al.,
1991]. Application of a linear driving force has predicted successfully to describe the rate of
dissolution for NAPL particles [Miller et. al. 1991, Powers et. al. 1994, Imhoff et. al. 1993]. To
avoid measuring surface area, a lumped mass transfer relationship was used that implicitly
incorporates surface area influences. Introducing the lumped mass transfer coefficient into
Equation 3.5 eliminates evaluating the surface area and simplifies the mass transfer calculation;
Equation 3.5 equates to Equation 3.5b [Powers et. al., 1991]:
15 a, = kf (C, - C1) (3.5b)
where kf is a lumped mass transfer coefficient and carries the units of day'. Substituting
Equations 3.5b (instead of Equation 3.5) with Equation 3.6 yield the overall solute transport
behavior as a function of the lumped mass transfer coefficient:
R - C = V -QD, - VC)- q - VC, + kf (C, - C,) - Oi, - a, (C - Cim) -,u - C (3.7)at
Several correlation equations were experimentally evaluated to determine the lumped mass
transfer coefficient kf [Powers et. al., 1994, Imhoff et. al., 1998, Miller et. al., 1990]. "These
empirical relationships are typically based on the Gilland-Sherwood correlation for the modified
Sherwood number, Sh', a parameter without dimension, relating the inter-phase mass transport
resistance to molecular mass transport resistance" [Powers et. al., 1991]. The lumped mass
transfer coefficient is calculated numerically from the Sherwood number, and is discussed further
in Chapter 4. Equation 3.8 below represents the modified Sherwood number [Powers et. al.,
1991, pg. 466, Eq. 7]:
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Sh'= kd; a +bRe'Sc" (3.8)
Equation 3.8 defines Sherwood (Sh') number where the coefficients (a, b, n and m) are constants
[Powers et. al., 1991]. This equation was fitted to experimental results using a least squares
method. The Re and Sc numbers are dimensionless variables relating the advection forces to
viscous forces and the viscous forces to diffusion forces, respectively. The mean particle
diameter, d (cm), is taken as the CompB particle diameter from each laboratory experiment. The
Reynolds and Schmidt number are defined as follows [Miller et. al., 1990, pg. 2786, Eqns. 4 and
5]:
Re= A -q -d,
Ow.- Pw 
(3.9)
Sc= P
low' Dh
Measurement of the lumped mass transfer coefficient (k ) using modified Sherwood numbers was
extensively studied for NAPL dissolution as described in Chapter 3. In order to characterize
transient dissolution behaviors, the RDX mass fraction must be included in the Sherwood
number. Several modified Sherwood numbers are published, and Equation 28 represents the
modified Sherwood number that produced the closest fit to the experiments in this study. The
chosen Sherwood number followed from Miller's NAPL research work [Miller et. al., 1990].
Experiments were conducted to evaluate NAPL dissolution and a least squares method was
applied to Equation 3.10 to determine the coefficients in Equation 3.11 [Miller et. al., pg. 2793,
Eq. 27].
kfd 2  _ aSh'- -a-0. - -SC'(3.10)
Dh(0)
where,
a1 =12±2
a = 0.75±0.08
b = 0.60±0.21
c = 0.5
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Initial simulations performed using the code developed for this analysis did not match laboratory
results, so the constants shown in Equation 3.11 were slightly modified by physical observation
("eyeball" approximation) to Mass Transfer Experiment #10 (also denoted MT10) [Phelan et. al.,
2003, Chapter 5]. This experiment set was chosen because it represented a mean value test where
the input variables were representative of average experimental values. MT10 represented a
moderate flow and mass loaded column, other lab experiments were above or below experiment
MT10 conditions. The simulation model was coded with Equations 3.10 and 3.11 and compared
to MT10. Slight adjustments were made to each variable to fit the observed trend presented in
MT10. The code is designed to model any solute transport, although necessary adjustments must
be made to each constant for accurate modeling of other chemicals. Once MT10 simulation
results reflected MT10 experimental data results the remaining experiments (discussed in Chapter
5) were verified with the simulation model parameters developed from MT10 conditions. The
results used for each constant in the modeling simulation were:
a =1.87
a = 0.5
b = 0.56 (3.12)
c =0.5
Although the constants used for calculating the modified Sherwood number (Equation 3.10) were
varied only by visual observation, again, prior NAPL dissolution work determined optimal
constants using a least squares evaluation. The only variable greatly adjusted was the leading
coefficient a1 ; one hypothesis is that different values for a1 were necessary because the particle's
size and shape were different. This is because surface area influences mass transfer processes,
different particle sizes and shapes would have different surface area approximations. NAPL
particles were predicted to be circular in shape, and the size was controlled by soil particle
distributions [Powers et. al., 1992]. Whereas, Composition B particle sizes and shapes are a
function of explosive weapons testing [Phelan et. al., 2003].
3.7 Simulation Parameters
The following section provides the numerical development of Equation 3.7 that is the backbone
of the simulation code written.
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3.7.1 Numerical solution Code
Equation 3.7 represents the general solute transport equation used to model RDX contamination
profiles. Equation 3.7 can be simplified by converting the partial derivative into definite
derivatives. The volumetric water content, hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, mass transfer
rate, and flow rate were assumed constant during each time AT (days) and between each node
(Ax, cm). Applying these assumptions simplifying generates Equation 3.13.
dCD. d 2 C q dC kf aim
--- - - - + (C -C- C-_ '"0, (C - Cdt R dx 2  R60,dx RO, s R R9 " (3.13)
Equation 3.13 can be simplified further by defining the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient
[Powers et. al., 1991, pg. 469, Eq. 10]:
D =a q +TD, (3.14)
0
KF= kf/(OW -R); V = /(-R-0.);
Dh=Dl,/R; aim = cxim-ni/(Rw) (3.15)
Equation 3.14 represents an approximation for the hydrodynamic dispersion tensor [Powers et.
al., 1991, pg.469, Eq. 10] and Equation 3.15 was defined for this work only. The variable 'T'
measures the tortuous paths solute must travel and is approximately 0.660, [Jury, 1991].
Rewriting Equation 3.13 and inserting the above equations, simplifies further to Equation 3.16:
dC d2 C dC
d= Dhx -v + KF(S-C-a (C-nC)dt hdx 2  dx ((3.16)
In order to solve Equation 3.16, several assumptions were made including the following:
* Flow rate q is constant with time
* Partial derivatives are independent spatially and temporally; partial are definite O->d
* Volumetric water content is constant
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Hydrodynamic dispersion (Dh) is assumed constant (Dh = c , + 0.660wD,)
* Mass transfer coefficient KF is constant within each element, but varies with space and
time
Figure 3-1 shown below provides a graphical image of the column model and the simulation
modeling approach used to develop the simulation code.
In order to solve Equation 3.16, boundary conditions must be assigned to the column ends. The
RDX column inlet concentration was taken as zero (Dirichlet B.C.) because the inflow contains
clean water. The effluent end was taken with the gradient equal to zero (Neumann BC) because
across the boundary no concentration changes exist. Table 3-2 summarizes the boundary
conditions.
Table 3-2: Initial Conditions for Solute Transport Code
Value Condition Notes
C=0, CimO= Time < 0 Column concentration initially zero
C(x)=O Ci (x)=0 X =0 Upstream B.C (Dirichlet)
dC/dx = 0 Cim (x)=0 X = L Downstream B.C. (Neumann)
The code divides the column into equally spaced sections and distributes the mass evenly.
Experimental results illustrate that bed depth is not important [Phelan et. al., 2003, Chapter 5].
From this conclusion, the computer code distributed the mass throughout the column instead of
using a layer in order to simplify the calculations. The code is simplified because separate mesh
grids are no longer necessary from one layer to another. Nevertheless, an option was also
encoded to allow either a layer or whole column mass distribution and each method was verified
for consistency. The simulation results used an evenly distributed loading mass throughout the
column. Figure 3-1 represents an example of the column distribution.
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Figure 3-1: Simulation Modeling Approach
The numerical simulation was tested for accuracy by establishing a mass balance and tracking
system. The mass balance was calculated two ways in order to determine if the code obeyed
mass conservation laws. The mass was monitored and the volumetric mass fraction, Om (t), was
stored in memory for calculating the modified Sherwood number. The mass was also used to
verify that the initial loaded mass equaled the total mass removed from the effluent concentration
volume. The initial mass of the RDX loading was a known input, denoted as 6 m, . Instead of
using the mass directly, a relative mass volume fraction was defined instead (Om) and the
cumulative mass was defined with Me (t). Equation 3.17 represents the volumetric mass fraction
of energetic material and the cumulative effluent mass removed from the simulation experiment.
AM = K .A, -Ax -At /1000)(C, -Ce,)
Me(t)= M - AMe
a; = Mo (3.17)
= Me(t)
Pnto=
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Where 'e' stands for each element, A is the cross-sectional area (cm 2 ), Ax and At are the spatial
and temporal discretizations, respectively, also M is the loading mass (mg), the symbol 'o'
represents initial conditions, pm is the density of RDX (g/cm 3), and V is the total column
volume (cm 3) (see Figure 3-1). The dissolution front removes mass unevenly throughout the
column. This means that the mass transfer coefficient varies along the column (spatially), as does
the volumetric mass fraction. Thus, for every element, the mass transfer coefficients were
calculated for each time increment. The volumetric mass fraction was assumed constant within
an element and allowed to vary from element to element. The cumulative mass removed was
calculated directly from Equation 3.17. The two mass balances were: (1) the sum of the mass
removed from each element; and (2) the effluent mass removed per volume of sample removed.
The first method represents the solid mass transferred through dissolution processes (solid mass),
and the second method represents the mass removed through mass transfer and solute transport
phenomena (liquid solute mass). The overall mass was conserved in both cases. Chapter 6
presents the simulated results for several important laboratory experiments.
3.8 Crank-Nicholson approximation to Equation 3.16
The overall solute transport equation represented in Equation 3.16 cannot be solved analytically.
Instead, the partial derivatives must be approximated and solved numerically. This section
develops the coefficient matrices to solve an equation of the form Ax=b. Equation 3.16 will be
reformulated in a numerical approximation equation and then solved using Matlabc. Equation
3.16 represents 1-Dimensional solute transport where 'x' is along the column length (see
Figure 3-1).
The following method follows techniques learned in lectures provided by MIT under professor
Dr. Charles Harvey.
Applying a central-difference Taylor Series Expansion for the partial derivatives yields [Harvey,
2003]:
+ AxC Ax2 a 2C Ax' aCC(x+ Ax)=C(x)+-- + + - +Q( Ax4 )
1! ax 2! ax 2  3! 8x 3  (3.18a)
Ax' IC Ax 2 aC Al 3CC(x -Ax)= C(x) ---- + +O(Ax 4 )
1! ax 2! ax 2 ~3! 8x3 (3.18b)
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Now, subtract Equations 3.18a and 3.18b and rearranging yields:
aC 
_-C(x + Ax) -C(x - A x)
--- +2Axx' (3.19)ax 2 Ax
Similarly, by adding 3.18a and 3.18b and rearranging:
a
2 C C(x +Ax)-2C(x)+C(x 
- Ax)Q(AX2 )
x 2  2x(3.20)
Furthermore, approximating the temporal derivatives with the aid of a Crank-Nicholson scheme
produces [Gerald and Wheatley, 1999, Chapter 8, Harvey, 2003, lecture notes]:
aC (C'yeage) (Cnew +Co ld)
Ot 2 2 (3.21)
The partial derivatives are independent with respect to space and time; with this assumption the
partial derivatives become absolute derivatives as follows:
aC dC 02C d 2 C
Ox dx Ox 2  dx2
Solving Equation 3.16 with the aid of Equations 3.19, 3.20, and 3.21 produces a set of linearly
independent equations. The set of linearly independent equations are then solved with linear
algebra techniques [Strang 1986, Harvey 2003] as follows:
C7"C," D [(c+ 2C 1 +C"2)+ (C,-2 Cf + C"+
At -2Ax 2  I- 1 _
-- C,";l -C," + (C", _--C, 
4Ax 1+1
K F " ( n C n + (C S n ) ] (3.22)
-ECni +C)- m[(Cn+i -C,",t)+ (Cn -C,)
2 2
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Before proceeding, several dimensionless variables are handy and used in the simulation model,
specifically: The Courant number (Co), the Peclet number (Pe), and the Damk6hler number (Da).
The Courant number represents the ratio of the distance traveled for the solute to the available
distance, the Peclet number relates the time to diffuse to the time to advect, and the Damkdhler
number is the dimensionless mass transfer correlation. The Peclet number is used to constrain the
grid spacing and the Courant number constraints the time spacing [internet source, 2003].
Equation 3.22 summarizes important dimensionless variables:
CO-VAt'Co= ;z
Ax
Pe= VAx
Dh
Co DhAt
Pe AX2' (3.23)
Da = KF =kfAt= &k
0. q0,
A
kf-At DAt
Da = = d S/h'
w Od
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Multiplying Equation 3.22 by 2At, regrouping terms and utilizing Equation 3.23 produces:
Kf CoCn+ ± 2 2Cc <)Cn+i(Co CoCn+i
Pe 2) +1  2 Pe +im )y Pe 2
Co +Co-1C+ 2A +rCo ColCfl
Pe 2 Pe) (Pe 2 (3.24)
+(2Da)Cs+aimAt(Cj ±q)
To simplify Equation 3.24, it is better to define:
Co C& 2Co
A=( o ; B=2+--- +Da + (U+ai, )6t;
Pe 2 Pe
B2 = (2 -2Co-Da -(+ imlt); C=C§-+Co
Pe Pe 2
(3.25)
So (3.24) becomes:
A -Ci"t+ B, -C"±+C -C', = A -C,,I+B 2 -C+C-C,,
Now, in matrix form Equation 3.24 is given as:
(B.C.) (B.C.)
A B1  C C"_+I A B2  CC"
A B C C = A B2 C C
AB CC"< AB 2 C
(B.C.) (B.C.)
+2Da -Cs + a,,At (CS"+ + c) (3.26)
Or better stated as:
[Mn I{ C"" }= [Mold]{ Cold } 2Da -Cs + aim At(C w + Cold) (3.27)
The numerical code configures Equation 3.26 by first initializing the input variables, evaluating
sink terms, determining appropriate dimensionless variables, and solving Equation 3.23 (Co, Pe,
and Da numbers) and Equation 3.25 (matrix coefficients). The 'new' and 'old' leading-
coefficient matrices are then calculated and stored in the system memory. Continuing, the
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modified Sherwood number (Equation 3.10 with Equation 3.12 constants) is then evaluated and
substituted into Equation 3.26. The form of Equation 3.27 is used to solve for the new
concentration by inverting the Mew matrix using Matlab's "inverse" option. Once the new
concentrations are calculated and stored, proper mass balance and volumetric mass contents
(Equation 3.17) are determined. After each determination, the old concentrations become the
new, and the whole process is repeated for the duration of the experiment. All of the
concentrations are initialized to zero, and the constant input variables are only evaluated once.
The following Chapter discusses the code itself
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Chapter 4 Code Development
The following chapter explains the simulation code written in Matlab@. Discussion is given for:
(1) Modeling options; (2) Code capabilities; (3) Code variables; (4) Actual code description; and
(5) Limitations and recommended variable ranges of the code.
4.1 Simulation Modeling Options:
As mentioned in the introduction, two main options for modeling solute transport are to use
existing software or write a new program. The decision to write new programming was chosen
because it allowed more control over determining the mass transfer process that RDX dissolution
follows. Existing codes were unavailable that included the mass transfer equation used in this
paper, and writing a new simulation model provided the necessary tools for understanding the
theory and application of any solute transport phenomena. In addition, developing the code in
Matlab and directly including plotting options provided a novel approach to solute transport that
few, if any, authors have done. Technological advances provide great opportunities to develop
more efficient code, replace unusable code, and include new features that were unavailable fifty
years ago, for example. There are existing solute transport software that are capable of
simulating effluent concentration behaviors, although aside from T2TNT, no commercial
software was found to include the mass transfer term used in this work. In addition, suppose such
software does exist, use of this software does not provide the understanding for theoretical
matters. It is feasible to be fluent in using a code without understanding the principal equations
that solve the model. On the other hand, developing a new code not only takes advantage of
technology, but also provides the opportunity to fully interpret solute transport theory. The
ability to understand the theory behind the model is of greater importance than simply
familiarizing oneself with an existing code. Therefore, it was appropriate to develop a pertinent
new code for this application involving a specific mass transfer source term.
The Student Version of MatLab© Rl 1 was chosen to model the general solute transport equation.
The code was verified with the laboratory experimental results provided by Sandia National
Laboratories [Phelan et. al., 2003]. Matlab allows the programmer the ability to omit coding
existing functions, i.e., average, inverses, plots, etc. Also, Matlab software includes a plotting
feature that allows direct graphical analysis. Typical programming software, like C++ and
Fortran, do not include plotting options. Typically, simulated data must be exported to graphical
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software applications like MS Excel©. Matlab's plotting functions readily provide graphical
results and save time that may have been spent exporting data to graphical interfaces. This
provides an enormous advantage when developing optimal mass transfer relationship and
encoding procedures because results are immediate, and by implication, also decrease the chance
for encoding errors in transport functions.
4.2 Code Capabilities:
The Matlab code is capable of modeling laboratory experimental data for effluent concentration
profiles that behave similar to chemical solute transport processes. The code implements the
general solute transport equation in the form of Equation 3.27 and divides an imaginary
"column", otherwise an array, into equally spaced elements. The code then solves a set of
linearly independent equations using a built in Matlab function for inverting matrices denoted as
'inv'. The code iterates this process for each time step until the full duration of the experiment is
complete. The theory behind this code was previously described in Chapter 3. The code includes
general advection and dispersion terms in addition to sorption, degradation, and mobile-immobile
transport sink terms. The mass transfer process was modeled by calculating the volumetric
energetic mass fraction as a function of time. A linear driving force function was implemented in
the model to include mass transfer processes using a modified Sherwood number as shown in
Equation 3.10 and Equation 3.12. This thesis report used a modified Sherwood number
developed by Miller [Miller et. al., 1990].
4.3 Code Variables:
The simulation model was designed to include: (1) soil properties, (2) energetic material
properties, and (3) water and effluent concentration properties. The user-controlled variables
were designed to vary the initial and experimental conditions. The code-defined variables can be
modified, however the simulation parameters were established to predict expected concentration
profiles. The simulation code utilizes 15 variables that can be adjusted to different experimental
conditions. The applicable variables used in the development of the computer code are
summarized below:
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4.3.1 User-controlled variables:
" Lab Experiment variables
o Equilibrium concentration (Cs)
o Initial Mass loading (M;)
o Flow rate (q)
o Duration (T)
* Glass bead composition (or soil) and column properties
o Porosity (+)
o Dry bulk density (pb)
o Column height (H)
o Column area (A)
o Column volume (Voe)
o Hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient
- Dispersivity coefficient (a)
" Free-liquid diffusivity (Di)
" Water properties
o Water density (pw)
o Water viscosity (pv)
" Energetic material properties
o Particle density of energetic material (pm)
o Particle size (dr)
4.3.2 Code-defined variables:
" Mass Transfer variables
o Modified Sherwood Number (Sh')
o Mass transfer coefficient, k = f(Sh')
* Energetic material properties
o Degradation coefficient (i)
" Glass bead composition (or soil) and column properties
o Sorption rate coefficient (Kd)
o Storage capacity coefficient (Oim)
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o Mobile-Immobile rate coefficient (aim)
* Composition B mass layer
o Thin bed distribution
o Full column distribution
" Spatial and Temporal variables
o Total column Nodes (L)
- Spatial grid spacing (Ax)
o Time-step spacing (At)
The simulation code was programmed to simulate RDX transport and optimized with the
modified Sherwood number that best fit an intermediate experiment (MT10) discussed in Chapter
5. The 'Code-defined variables' are intended for advanced use and are explicitly designed to
model RDX transport behavior. However, the user can modify the input variables, denoted as
"User-controlled variables," to simulate effluent profiles for RDX concentrations. Significant
changes in the user-controlled variables will require new estimates for the modified Sherwood
number along with other transport sink terms. In addition, the code was optimized for specific
spatial and temporal variables. Ranges of values for discretization methods are described shortly.
Slight variations in the mesh size (number of nodes) were observed to cause shifts in the effluent
profiles requiring additional fine-tuning of the modified Sherwood number constants. The
simulation code includes an optional feature that allows the use of either distributing the initial
mass or placing the mass within a bed layer centered vertically within the column. The
simulation is set for distributing the mass throughout the column because bed depth was shown to
have no influence. Selecting the bed layer option forces the user to modify the code-defined
variables.
4.4 Code Description:
The code is designed to simulate solid RDX particle dissolution. In addition, the code is capable
of modeling other chemical signatures by modifying mass transfer relationships. A copy of the
code is provided in Appendix A. The simulation code iteratively solves a set of linear equations
for each time step. The number of equations used for each simulation is equal to the number of
grid points (spacing). The equations are set up in matrices and inverted using Matlab®
mathematical software. Data results are stored at each step and written to text files in case the
user wants to export the values. Furthermore, the code takes the effluent concentrations and plots
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the results versus time. The built in plotting options saves time and provides real time results
when applicable. Matlab's plotting features take advantage of the latest technology and therefore
make the new simulation model ideal for simulating solute transport. Also, the simulation code
has 15 variables that can be adjusted to different experimental conditions as described above.
The following discussion provides key information to following and using the appended
simulation code. Matlab uses the '%' symbol to indicate comments as can be seen in
Appendix A. The following discussion summarizes the major coding sections used in this code.
The simulation code referenced in Appendix A is divided into five main sections. The section
headers are copied here for consistency and clarity. The code evaluates Sections 1 through 4
before iterating Section 5. In Sections 1 through 4, the initial user-controlled variables are
inputted and stored in memory. In addition, the mass transport terms and dimensionless terms are
calculated and then stored in memory. Section 5 iterates steps 1 through 13 (shown below) until
the full duration of the simulation is complete. Once the code iterates for the full effluent profile,
the stored data is then plotted using the function 'plot'. Thereafter, the simulation code writes the
data to text files (follow steps 14 and 15). Presented below is a summary of the key steps
involved in the simulation code.
Section 1: Input User-controlled variables
Section 2: Code determines Code-defined variables
Section 2.1: Code defines the modified Sherwood number constants
Section 2.2: Code initializes solid mass distribution (thin layer or throughout column)
Code calculates the volumetric mass fraction
Code establishes upper boundary conditions
Section 3: Code creates matrices for new and old concentrations, sorbed concentrations, mass
available, change in mass per element, and data storage arrays.
Section 4: Code calculates advection, dispersion, and sink terms
Code also evaluated dimensionless variables like the Reynolds number
Section 5: Code iteratively solves for concentration as a function of time and space
1. Calculate the modified Sherwood number
2. Calculate the Mass transfer coefficient
3. Calculate the matrix coefficients
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4. Form the actual leading matrices for C, and Cold
5. Invert the matrix to find Cnew
6. Determine delM mass removed per elemental node
7. Determine solid RDX mass remaining in column
8. Calculate volumetric mass fraction
9. Verify Mass balance
10. Determine sorbed concentration
11. Store degradation mass
12. Assign new concentrations to old concentrations
13. Store effluent concentration
14. Plot Results
15. Write text to file
The Matlab code is unable to define or present variables as Microsoft Wordc does. To alleviate
any confusion, Table 4-1 summarizes the code variables and this paper's variables. Variables not
listed in Table 4-1 share the same name in this document and in the code itself, i.e. velocity 'V'
used in this paper is denoted with 'V' in the code.
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Table 4-1: Summary of Model Variables
NAME SYMBOL Matlab Code DESCRIPTION
Solute Concentration C Cnew, Cold Array of Effluent Concentrations
Equilibrium Concentration C, Cs Solubility Limit (Max Conc.)
Upstream Concentration C (x=0) Cup Upstream boundary condition
Immobile Concentration Cim Snew, Sold Array of Immobile Concentrations
Dry Bulk Density Pb rowb Density of total soil amount
Porosity phi Normalized pore volume
Water Density Pw p w Density of water
Water Viscosity mu_w Viscosity of water
Volumetric Water Content 0, theta w Ratio of water, related to porosity
Hydrodynamic Dispersion D Dh Free + advective dispersion
Liquid Diffusivity Di D1 Free liquid dispersion
Dispersivity Coefficient alpha Measure of dispersion
Darcy Flux q q Superficial velocity
Immobile domain 0i. capacBeta Controls size of immobile region
Mass Transfer Coefficient KF KF Grouped Mass transfer coefficient
Mobile/Immobile Transfer Rate asm rateCoeff Rate coefficient
Degradation Rate p Degrad Rate coefficient
Degradation Mass MH(t) MassDegrad Stored degradation mass
Liquid-Liquid Partitioning K K D Adsorbed distribution coefficient
Coefficient
CompB Particle Density pm pm Density of each particle
Particle Diameter d d_p Diameter of each particle
Initial Composition B Mass (RDX) Mi Mi Initial energetic material mass
Composition B Mass (RDX) M(t) Mass Array of solid mass distribution
Change in Mass AM delM Array of mass removed/element/time
Initial Volumetric Mass Content 0M. thetaMo Normalized mass to a volume
fraction
Volumetric Mass Content 9M thetaM Normalized mass to a volume
fraction
Column Nodes L L Nodes for column discretization
Duration T T Days of Experiment Simulation
Actual Column Height h h Lab Experiment column height
Column Area A Ax Column cross-sectional area
Column Volume VIOL Vtot Total Volume available
Column End ColEnd ColEnd Position of effluent concentration
Spatial Discretization Ax delX Distance between each node
Temporal Discretization At delT Time lapse for each iteration
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4.4.1 Code Limitations:
The following information provides a bulleted list of key variables that influence the results of the
simulation code. Solving ODE systems numerically can be problematic. Stability criteria are
often necessary to converge on a solution. Little theory exists for stability criteria for Equation
3.16 because of the addition of the sink and source terms. The list below includes information
observed from the developed simulation code and from one source. An Internet source reported
specified ranges for convergence by limiting the Peclet number and the Courant number. The
Peclet criterion limits the grid spacing and the Courant number restricts the time discretization.
In addition, the code restricts certain variables to a range of values that allow the code to run
without crashing.
* Code Ranges for simulation convergence:
o Peclet Number (Pe) 2 [Internet Source, 2003]
o Courant Number Pe/2 [Internet Source, 2003]
o Damkdhler Number 15
o Grid spacing AX 2a =20 cm [Internet Source, 2003]
o Time steps At 1/X = 0.183 where X is the degradation coefficient
" Code Ranges for code to work:
o 30 s grid spacing (L) ! 120
o 0.05 time steps (At) 0.005
The Sensitivity of the code parameters may also be important to obtain a solution. No exact
values are known for these ranges, but it was observed that as the mass transfer coefficient
increased, the code began to oscillate. The time discretization was only allowed to be minimized
near AT = .005 days and spatial changes near Ax = 0.125 cm because of the computer limitations.
Several other parameters were varied that caused the code to fail, although it was unclear why
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this was the case. Additional work on stability criteria may be necessary to determine the exact
limitations of each variable. The code was designed to run with the included modified Sherwood
number, other Sherwood numbers were not verified and no information is known whether the
code can handle large changes or if variations on the set parameters will cause the code to crash.
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Chapter 5 Summary of Experimental Results Used for
Comparison
Laboratory experiments were conducted under the direction of James Phelan at Sandia National
Laboratories. A group of technical staff and students examined contributing factors that control
mass transfer from solid energetic phase to pore water. The team was composed of Lead
Investigator James Phelan, Stephen Webb, Joseph V. Romero, James Barnett, Fawn Griffin, and
Mehdi Eliassi. For completeness, this chapter discusses experimental data taken from
"Measurement and Modeling of Energetic Material Mass Transfer to Soil Pore Water - Project
CP- 1227 Annual Technical Report". Refer to this document for complete analysis, technique,
and review [Phelan et. al., 2003].
The main types of experiments performed included studying the effects of temperature, flow rate,
mass loading, particle size, and energetic material on the mass transport of solute through the
colunm. The following discussion provides a summary of the laboratory experiment referenced
above as used in this thesis report for comparison purposes.
5.1 Experimental Setup
Several types of experiments were completed under saturated column conditions using a 12.6 cm
height by 2.54 cm diameter acrylic column. The conditions were set to control the available pore
geometry and area for solute transport with design to limit behavior to 1-Dimensional space.
5.1.1 Test Cell Apparatus:
"The test cell apparatus included: (1) an acrylic column, (2) a thermocouple and data logger,
(3) a pressure transducer, (4) a fraction collector for sampling, (5) and either a peristaltic pump or
syringe pump for inflowing water" [Phelan et. al., 2003]. The acrylic column contained two
end-plates with drill-tapped holes fitted with tube connectors to allow flow in and out of the
column. The two end-plates were placed on each side of the column with a gasket and held
together with several threaded nuts and screws. Prior to assembling the apparatus, the column
was filled with the respective layers (discussed below) and a perforated plate and high flow
porous membrane were attached to the inside of each end-plate. The porous high-flow membrane
is made up of a fabric that allows water to flow through the soil pores while restricting airflow for
pressures below 600 mbar [Phelan et. al., 2003]. Saturated columns only exhibit a hydrostatic
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pressure head and so the pressure is quite low. The membrane has two functions: (1) to not allow
air to enter the column, and (2) to hold the glass bead layers in place. Figure 5-1 shows a
schematic of the apparatus design omitting the screws and nuts. As previously mentioned, prior
to assembling the columns, the glass beads and energetic material layers were in placed.
Flow Cell
Therrnocouple
To Datalogger
CornpB Layer,-
t6 t5 t4 t3 t2 tl
Purnp
Pressure Fraction Collector
Transducer
Figure 5-1: Laboratory Column Experiment Apparatus [Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 32 Fig. 131
Next, plastic tubing was connected to the inflow and outflow (top and bottom) of the
experimental column. Attached to the inflow tubing were a pressure transducer and either a
peristaltic or syringe pump. The pump was set to a specified flow rates for each experiment and
effluent volumes were monitored for verification. The outflow line was attached to a ring stand
and positioned to flow into a fraction collector. Glass vials were placed into the fraction collector
and samples were collected for specified time intervals, typically set to hours. The vials were
capable of holding up to 8 ml of liquid. Attached to the body of the column was a thermocouple
that was placed just outside the Composition B layer. The thermocouple was then attached to a
21x or CR10x data logger and laptop for monitoring. The pressure transducer was also attached
to the data logger [Phelan et. al., 2003].
5.2 Porous Media Selection
Difficulty arises when using field soil, "Energetic material residue is distributed onto actual soil
surfaces, and characterizing soil properties and energetic residue is problematic" [Phelan et. al.,
2003]. In order to minimize the error and number of variables, a glass bead composition was
selected to simplify solute transport. The glass bead mixture was designed to represent a sandy
loam soil. Glass beads have low sorptive and degradation properties. Glass beads allow for a
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better understanding of the principal mass transfer processes that cannot be deciphered in
complex systems. The specific gravity of the glass beads was 2.5 and the dry bulk density was
approximately 1.924 g/cm3 [Phelan et. al., 2003]. For a complete discussion on porous media
selection, refer to [Phelan, et. al., 2003].
Two measures were conducted on solute transport behavior for RDX dissolution: (1) Sorption
estimates and (2) degradation approximations. Solid-liquid phase partitioning for adsorbed
concentrations represents sorption processes. Estimated values for this soil-liquid sorption
coefficient (Kd) ranged from 0.05 ml/g at 8 hours to 1.87 ml/g at 192 hours [Phelan et. al., 2003].
Alternate research work reported values ranging from 0.18 to 0.57 m/g [Speitel et. al., 2001].
This work used 0.1 ml/g to simulate RDX solute transport. For degradation rate coefficients, two
slurry tests were conducted. Case 1 showed no degradation and Case 2 observed a rate
coefficient (p) near 0.065 days-. This work used an average rate coefficient equal to 0.03 days
for each simulation.
5.3 Experiment Conditions
Saturated flow tests were filled with approximately 100 gins of glass beads and energetic
material. Three layers were separately placed inside the column and packed to ensure contact
was made between the layers. The top and bottom layers were approximately 50 to 60 gms and
40 to 45 gins of glass beads. The middle layer was a mixture of energetic material and glass
beads and weighed between 5 and 20 gms. Saturated conditions are thoroughly discussed by
[Phelan et. al., 2003].
5.4 Energetic Material Properties
Experiments evaluated by Phelan et. al.,[2003] analyzed two particle sizes, the 100 gm and
1000 gm diameter particles. The actual energetic material is composed of several explosive
chemicals. Typically, energetic material is composed of RDX, TNT, and HMX. The chemical
HMX is a byproduct made during RDX production and is about 10% of the available RDX.
Laboratory results calculated a 60% to 40% RDX to TNT composition, respectively [Phelan et.
al., 2003].
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5.5 Experimental Laboratory Results:
Investigation of the primary factors that influence RDX solute transport revealed that bed depth
and initial flow rate had no effect on effluent profiles. However, observed data showed that bed
loading (synonymous with initial mass), temperature, particle size, flow rate, and field soil
control the rate of mass transfer. Table 5-1 summarizes which extensive parameter influence
solid particle dissolution. These variables determine the breakthrough curve (BTC) time,
transient profile, and time to steady state.
Table 5-1: Variable Influence
Primary Variable Effect
Bed Loading YES
Bed Depth NO
Initial Mass YES
Flow Rate YES
Initial Flow Rate NO
Particle Size YES
Temperature YES
Field Soil YES
The following section presents the relative concentration as a function of pore volume for several
data sets provided by Sandia National Laboratories [Phelan et. al., 2003]. The experimental data
figures presented in this chapter represent the important factors that influence transient
dissolution behavior. Simulation results are later compared to the laboratory experiments
presented here in order to assess the modeling capabilities.
Figure data was plotted as the relative concentration versus cumulative pore volumes. The
relative concentration is the ratio of the effluent concentration to the maximum value at the same
temperature C/C5 . The maximum temperature concentration (C) (mg/L) is the solubility limit in
water and is calculated from a power function involving temperature. Pore volumes are
normalized time numbers, for the specified column conditions one pore volume is near 19 ml
[Phelan et. al., 2003]. Pore volumes (P.V.) are proportional to the elapsed time multiplied by the
volumetric flow rate and area: P.V. = t-q-A.
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The available loading mass determines if any steady-state dissolution period exists and the
duration of period. Once the steady-state behavior ends, transient dissolution patterns rapidly
emerge. Figure 5-2 represents the initial mass loaded in each column. Figure 5-2 represents the
effects of initial mass loadings on effluent concentration profiles. The letters "MT" are shorthand
for Mass Transfer and the number that follows represents the experiment number [Phelan et. al.,
2003]. Experiments MT8 and MT10 represent high and low mass loadings. These experiments
were chosen to verify the simulation code and are discussed further in Chapter 6.
X Very High Mass
EO
O MT6. 60.16
r 1E-1
0
o dium Mass
1E-2
1 E-3
Low Mass\
MT10.3.5
MT8. 1.0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Pore Volume
Figure 5-2: Effect of Initial Mass on RDX dissolution [Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 46 Fig. 31]
Flow rate variations influence the overall transient dissolution trend. Three experiments are
shown in Figure 5-3 comparing flow rate changes. The observed trend demonstrates that slower
flow rates remove more mass per volume. Also, transient dissolution time decreases as the flow
rate decreases. For the larger the flow rates, longer 'tailing effects' are evident. Mass depletion
rates indicate dissolution profiles are a function of flow rate. The experiments MT10, MT13,
MT 14 represent the flow rate experiments and are compared to simulation results in Chapter 6.
Figure 5-3 represents the effect of flow rates on effluent concentrations.
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Figure 5-3: Effect of Flow Rate on RDX dissolution [Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 49 Fig. 35]
Figure 5-4 below compares particle diameter influences with previous experiments. Energetic
material particle diameter controls the amount of total surface available. Dissolution of RDX is a
function of specific surface area. Figure 5-3 illustrates that larger diameter particles contribute
less mass transfer compared to smaller particles. The 100 pm particles dissolution rate is at least
0.5x order of magnitude faster than the 1000 gm particles. The simulation results evaluate Mass
Transfer Test labeled MT17 for comparative analysis.
1.E+0
1.E-1
1.E-2
1.E-3
-MT1 8
I/ M T1O0
MT8]
MT8_ 0.1um
MT10_0.1 um
-MT16_1000 um
MT17_1000 um
-MT181000 um
FMT- 6 
0 5 10 15
Pore Volume
20 25
Figure 5-4: Effect of Particle Diameter on RDX dissolution [Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 53
Fig. 43]
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Low order debris studies evaluated the same principal factors used in previous experiments listed
above. Figure 5-5 compares low order debris data with a low mass-loading column. Figure 5-5
represents low order detonation tests compared with a glass bead column experiment. Validation
of the simulation model code on an actual field soils would show the capabilities of the solute
transport code. The experiment labeled MT15 closely represents previous column studies. This
experiment was chosen for comparative analysis with the simulation code.
1E+0
0 [ MT15
Low Order Debris,
1E-1 1.7 mg RDX
2. 1E-2Comp B Comparison
1.24 mg RDX
LU Low Order Debris,
I0.13 mg RDX
1E-3 -
0 5 10 15 20 25 30
Pore Volume
Figure 5-5: Effect of Low Order Detonation Debris on RDX dissolution [Phelan et. al., 2003,
pg. 65 Fig. 57]
The data presented in this chapter, including the figures, represent three controlling variables that
govern mass transfer behavior. The three controlling variables are: (1) initial mass, (2) flow rate,
and (3) particle size. Also, one field experiment was included in order to analyze more
appropriate conditions. The next chapter compares the simulation model code to the
experimental data discussed in this chapter.
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Chapter 6 Comparison of Simulation and Experimental
Results
The following chapter provides a comparative analysis between computer simulated results and
experimental results. Computer simulated results were performed with the code attached in
Appendix A, while the experimental results were discussed in the previous chapter. This chapter
also presents a sensitivity analysis of key variables along with a simulation comparison analysis
to the T2TNT model developed by Sandia National Laboratories. The following sections will
discuss: (1) A sensitivity analysis to predict controlling mass transfer variables, (2) Simulation
model parameters and model fit that includes simulation conditions, (3) Simulation model
verification, and (4) Thesis model comparison with T2TNT model results.
6.1 Sensitivity Analysis
This section discusses the controlling variables that govern mass transfer and solute transport
processes. A sensitivity analysis was performed using the key variables that influence effluent
concentrations. Equation 6.1 below is a simplified version of Equation 3.13 discussed in
Section 3.6. Equation 6.1 represents the ordinary differential equation for steady-state conditions
(omitting sink terms) [Powers et. al., 1991, pg. 468, Eq. 9]:
A
d2 C q dC kfDh 2  +-(C 5 -C)=O (6.1)hdx2 0, dx 0,(C-0=0
For steady-state conditions, the dimensionless form of Equation 6.1 is written as [Powers et. al.,
1991, pg. 469, Eq. 11]:
1 d2c de.P'd d + Da( -iC) =0(6.2)Pe'd{;2 d{
"Where ci is the normalized concentration, (ci = C1/C 5j); ; is the normalized distance, (x/L); Pe' is
the Peclet number (Pe' = qL/(9,Dh)); Da is the Damk6hler number, (Da=kfaoL/q); and L is
column length" [Powers et. al., 1991]. The initial and boundary conditions are ci = 0 for t<0,
ci = 0 at x = 0, and dcj/dx = 0 at x = L.
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The analytical solution to Equation 6.2 is [Powers et. al., 1991, pg. 469, Eq. 12]:
exp(>- 1- + 4Da IPe'(63)
2 / Pe'
"The Damk6hler number is the ratio of the rate of reaction to the rate of advection, and it
represents the rate of mass transfer" [Powers et. al., 1991]. In addition, the Peclet number relates
the advective force to the diffusion force.
This study examined the Damk6hler number and the Peclet number using Equation 6.3.
Figure 6-1 provides a comparison between the numerical simulated solution to Equation 6-2 and
the respective analytical solution (Equation 6-3). The symbols shown in Figure 6-1 represent
analytical solutions while the dashed lines represent the numerical solution. Historical data
provided similar results to Figure 6-1 [Powers et. al., 1991, pg. 470, Fig. 6]. Observation of
Figure 6-1 illustrates that the numerical solution accurately follows the analytical solution.
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Figure 6-1: Effect of mass transfer coefficient along column position
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Figure 6-1 also demonstrates two effects: (1) How sensitive the concentration is to orders of
magnitude changes in the mass transfer coefficient; and (2) The concentration profile approaches
1.0 as the column position (or column distance) is extended. Each decrease represents an order of
magnitude drop. In addition, Figure 6-1 demonstrates that the mass transfer coefficient (shown
with the dimensionless Damk6hler number) must be well-defined because small perturbations
may cause large changes in effluent concentrations. Figure 6-1 demonstrates the simulation is
capable of modeling different mass transfer processes and different chemicals under steady-state
conditions.
The next two figures discuss, in more detail, the influence of mass transfer processes using the
analytical solution. Figure 6-2 below represents a log-log scale on the effects of the mass
transfer coefficient with respect to the relative effluent concentration for several Peclet numbers.
The Peclet number is a measure of the time to diffuse to the time to advect. For small ranges of
the mass transfer coefficient (kr), the observed concentration profile is linearly proportional (log-
log scale). Subdivided Figure 6-2 into sections establishes linear mass transfer coefficient regions
as follows: 0.001 to 2, 2 to 10, and 20 to 100. In these ranges, normalized concentrations are log-
linear. Also, notice the Peclet number is not important for low kf values, this is because the mass
transfer coefficient is the dominant driving force. This suggests that for specified ranges, the mass
transfer relationship can be approximated as linear function, justifying the approach used in this
paper that initialized a linear-driving force to approximate mass transfer processes. This also
suggests that small deviations in the mass transfer coefficient will produce expected linear results.
Lastly, the Peclet number is inversely proportional to the dispersivity coefficient (Pe~L/x), as the
dispersion increases the time to reach solubility limits decreases. This behavior can be seen in
Figure 6-2.
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Mass Transfer Coefficient Influence (k) for various Peclet number
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Figure 6-2: Mass transfer effect for fixed column position
Figure 6-3 below provides a comparison between pore water velocity and effluent concentration
profile. Figure 6-3 was evaluated using the analytical solution. Pore water velocity controls the
amount of available mass that can be dissolved during a time interval. In addition, faster flow
rates induce less solute removal. Figure 6-3 shows graphically the influence of pore velocity for
several mass transfer coefficients. Figure 6-3 illustrates that there is a cutoff value where solute
transport decreases rapidly with increases in flow rates. Prior to this value, as explained by
Powers et. al., (1992), is where steady-state solutions are applicable. Figure 6-3 illustrates that at
a velocity above 1 cm/day, the concentrations start dropping off, flow rates less than 1 cm/day
will behave near steady-state conditions (for larger kf values). Powers [Powers et. al., 1991, pg.
471, Fig. 8] conducted similar work on flow rate sensitivities and determined that there is a range
where steady-state dissolution exists dependent on the mass transfer coefficient.
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Figure 6-3: Pore water velocity influence
Figure 6-4 and Figure 6-5 relate the capacity coefficient and the mobile-immobile rate coefficient
to the solute effluent concentrations. Both Figures 6-4 and 6-5 represent numerical solutions to
Equation 6.1 by varying capacity and rate coefficient, respectively. Each line represents separate
simulation runs using the specified value on the chart. The capacity coefficient designates a
percent to the available immobile space where only diffusion processes occur. The rate
coefficient controls the amount of solute that can transfer between the mobile to immobile region
for a given time frame.
Figure 6-4 demonstrates that as the capacity coefficient increases, the breakthrough time required
to remove the solute increases. This is due to the larger volume of immobile space that retains
stagnant solute.
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Figure 6-4: Sensitivity Analysis for the Capacity Coefficient Oim
Figure 6-4 also illustrates the effects of the available flow field region. Soil is often filled with
regions of high flow rates and regions of low flow rates. In many soils, preferential flow paths
form creating mobile and immobile regions for solute transport. Figure 6-4 suggests that for
slight changes in the capacity coefficient (Gim) large changes in the effluent profiles emerge. Also
notice that as the capacity coefficient increases the maximum relative concentration decreases and
a longer tailing effect occurs. A two-order of magnitude change will induce an order of
magnitude variation in the effluent profile. The tailing effect increases for larger capacity
coefficients because solute adsorbs to soil particles and slowly diffuses back into the mobile flow
fields.
Figure 6-5 compares the mobile-immobile rate coefficient with the effluent breakthrough curve.
The chart produces similar results to the capacity coefficient. Large rate coefficients allow more
solute to adsorb to immobile regions for early time frames and also reduce the peak
concentration.
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Mobile-immobile Rate Coefficient Sensitivity
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Figure 6-5: Sensitivity Analysis for the Mobile-Immobile Rate Coefficient (i
The amount of solute transport that occurs for a given time is controlled primarily by the mobile-
immobile rate coefficient. Figure 6-5 shows that for single-step perturbations (counting by 1), the
rate coefficient provides only slight changes in effluent concentration. Typically, varying orders
of magnitude values are not common from one experiment to the next, instead only small changes
are made from one type of experiment to another. However, Figure 6-5 does illustrate that large
changes in the rate coefficient will result in completely different concentration behaviors.
6.2 Simulation Model Parameters and Model Fit
Input Parameters:
Chapter 5 discussed several experiments that were conducted at Sandia National Laboratories.
The experiments presented there are used here for comparison to validate the RDX solute
transport code developed in this thesis paper. Each plot examined below will include the
concentration profiles versus time and the cumulative mass balance from the laboratory
experiments. The following table summarizes the column and material properties, the code
parameters, and a summary of the Mass Transfer (MT) tests evaluated. Experiment MT10 was
used to fit the code parameters to, and the following experiments shown thereafter are verification
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of the code itself. The simulation code followed standard theory for modeling solute transport
phenomena. The modified Sherwood number used in this report was presented in Chapter 3. The
code was developed with data taken from Miller et. al., [1990] that used a least squares
approximation to determine the modified Sherwood number. Only slight adjustments were made
to the Sherwood number in order to accurately fit MTLO experimental data. The values used in
Tables 6-1 and 6-2 were predicted from literature and adjusted to fit RDX appropriately.
Table 6-1: Column and Material Properties
Name Value Unit
Di 7.15e-6*(60*60*24) cm/day
10 cm
P 1.65e3 mg/cm3
Pw 1.00e3 mg/cm3
11W le-3*(60*60*24) ng/cm-day
4) 0.26-0.32 
--
H 15 cm
A 5.07 cm2
Vtot 77.27 cm3
Table 6-2: Code Parameters
Name Value Unit Note
0.03 1/day Degradation coefficient
Kd 0.1 cm3 /g Linear isotherm
Pb 1.92 G/cm3  Bulk density
0im 3 
--(percent) Storage capacity
aim 2 1/day Sorption rate coefficient
L 120 Grid steps Steps
Ax 0.125 cm cm/steps
At 0.005 Days time
Table 6-1 and Table 6-2 show the input code parameters used for model simulations. The
degradation coefficient was fitted to MT10 and initially estimated from batch study results
[Phelan, 2002]. The linear isotherm coefficient (Kd) typically ranged from 0.01 to 1.0 cm 3/g for
soil types similar to sandy loam compositions. This experiment used a Kd value equal to 0.1
cm 3/g to allow for low sorption to occur. Research suggested that the storage capacity 0 im range
from 4% to 31% of the available water-filled pore space [Lee et. al., 2000]. This work used a
modest 3% to characterize the pollutant behavior. The mobile-immobile sorption rate coefficient
(aim) determined by [Lee et. al., 2000] ranged from 0.18 to 6.48 days-'. The simulation model
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used a value of 2 days-. Table 6-3 below summarizes the laboratory experiments modeled with
the simulation code.
Table 6-3: Experiment Parameters
Name Solubility Porosity (-) Flow Rate Initial Mass Diameter of Duration (days)
Limit C, (cm/day) (mg) CompB (cm)
(mg/L)
MT1O 44 .3 7.6 3.57 0.01 6.92
MT13 44 .27 15.5 3.107 0.01 6.08
MT14 46.6 .3 3.78 3.1057 0.01 12.17
MT6 41 .26 6.5 60.1561 0.01 56.7542
MT8 49.41 .29 7.32 1.0106 0.01 6.83
MTI5 50 .32 7.33 2.16 ? 19.625
MT17 51.43 .32 7.61 1.5928 0.1 6.2083
Simulation Model Fit:
As mentioned previously, the simulation model used a modified Sherwood number to calculate
the mass transfer coefficient. The constant coefficients were adjusted from the values reported by
Miller et. al., [1990] to fit an average laboratory experiment. The experiment used was denoted
as MT10, and is presented below. Figure 6-6 compares simulated results with experimental
results, and also provides the cumulative mass balance.
MT10 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: Medium Flow Rate
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Figure 6-6: MT 10 model, flow rate 1.74 ml/hr
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Mass Transfer test (MT10) represented an intermediate experimental column study. The
simulation model was adjusted to account for RDX mass transfer processes by modifying the
Sherwood number coefficients. The Sherwood number coefficients were modified to fit MT10
experimental data. The modifications were adjusted such that the simulation data visually aligned
to the experimental data ("eyeball alignment"). Overall, the simulation model fit the experiment
well. For less than two days, the solute transport code had difficulty predicting the 'rise and
settle' pattern. One hypothesis is that the experiment had some type of physical variation that
caused the solute to behave as it did. The experiment represents a low mass loading (3.57 mg),
mean diameter particle distribution of 0.01 cm, and medium flow rate equal to 1.74 m/hr
(7.6 cm/day). Figure 6-6 also compares the cumulative mass balance for MT10. Two mass
balance calculations were made for simulated results and then compared to the effluent mass
balance of the experimental column. The reason for two mass balances was to confirm the code
was working properly and also show that solid particle dissolution occurs more rapidly than the
overall mass removal from effluent concentrations.
The difference in the breakthrough time for the mass balance occurs because the solid mass
particles dissolve completely before the concentration profile is fully released. Desorption and
diffusion helped store and disperse concentrations during early times (prior to mass depletion)
and later are the major contributors to the final concentration transport. The main depletion trend
is mainly due to retardation of the concentration profile even though the glass beads exhibit low
sorption. The code however does not decipher soil from glass beads, still the inclusion of
sorption and mobile-immobile regional flow mimics low sorption affinities. The modeling results
suggest that sorption processes do occur in glass bead compositions because the addition of terms
was necessary to mimic the experimental results. Overall, the modeling results fit the
experimental data efficiently, except for the initial period where the behavior of the experimental
column was random.
6.3 Simulated Model Verification:
The following section provides verification results for remaining laboratory experiments.
Comparison of simulated models and laboratory experiments are presented here for the
dominating parameters that control solute transport behavior.
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6.3.1 Validated Model Results:
The graphs provided in this section validate the use of the chosen modified Sherwood number
constants. The experiments compared in this analysis provide a wide spectrum of changes in key
variables that illustrate the capabilities of the computer code. Results indicate that: (1) Flow
variations showed different trends for each examined flow rate (MT10, MT13, and MT14); (2)
low and high mass loading showed dramatic effects on experiment durations and concentration
profiles (MT8 and MT6); and (3) particle size (MT17) and field soil (MT15) conditions provided
insight into larger scale applications.
The following charts provide a summary of the observed results with followed discussion:
Figure 6-7 compares simulated results for a high flow column with experimental results with the
same initial conditions.
MT13 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: High Flow Rate
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Figure 6-7: MT 13 model, flow rate 3.48 ml/hr
Figure 6-7 represents a flow rate experiment with twice the value used in the MT10 (3.48 ml/hr
versus 1.74 ml/hr). From the observed figure, the code had difficulty predicting the initial
concentration profile. Early time frames demonstrate an over-prediction for the first day. Once
the depletion stage began (about 1 day), the simulated results declined faster and under-predicted
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the experimental behavior. After 4 days the simulation code and experimental results aligned,
although this occurred when the concentration values were less than 3 mg/L. The mass balance
equilibrated at approximately 6 days, and the simulation model predicted MT13 with relative
success.
Figure 6-8 compares a low flow rate simulation model to experimental results. Figure 6-8
represents the other end of the spectrum with respect to flow rates.
MT14 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: Low Flow Rate
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Figure 6-8: MT 14 model, flow rate 0.87 ml/hr
For Figure 6-8, the flow rate is 0.87 ml/hr, approximately half the value used to fit the model
simulation (MT10). The chart illustrates that the model consistently under-represents the
experimental trend, although the overall profile (if shifted vertically) does aptly characterize the
effluent RDX behavior. MT14 represents a low flow experiment similar to what could be
expected in the field.
Figure 6-9 below represents a compilation of each flow rate simulation and experiment in order to
acquire a better perspective for each flow rate variation.
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Mass Transfer Modeling: Flow Rate Comparisons
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Figure 6-9: MT 10, MT13, and MT14 Compilation of Flow Rate Studies
Figure 6-9 illustrates that flow rate changes causes horizontal and vertical shifts in effluent
profiles. Clearly MT13 is different than MT14, for example. The depletion zone also
demonstrates the derivative of the effluent concentration (slope) is different for each experiment.
These results prove the code is robust enough to predict flow rate variations.
Figures 6-10 and 6-11 compare different mass loading for simulated results and experimental
results. The two studies represent a low and high mass loading. Experiment MT8 was a very low
mass column and MT6 an extremely high mass loaded column. MT1O represented a middle
range value to these experiments. MT8, MT 10, and MT6 RDX mass inputs were 1.24, 4.00,
65.83 mg, respectively.
Figure 6-10 compares simulated results and experimental results for MT8. The mass loaded in
MT8 was similar to the initial mass loaded in MT1O; and so the simulated results were expected
to predict MT8 accurately. Figure 6-10 shows the code is not able to acquire the maximum
solubility that the actual experiment did, although the model does do a fair comparison of late
time arrival concentrations.
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MT8 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: Low Mass Loading
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Figure 6-10: MT 8 model, mass loading with 1.24 mg RDX
Figure 6-11 compares simulated results and experimental results for MT6.
The opposite trend happened in MT6 than what was observed in Figure 6-10; late time arrival of
the concentration profile was under-represented by the simulation model. Still, to do the code
justice, MT6 was an extremely high loaded column compared to MT1O. The mass loaded in MT6
was an approximately 16x the mass in MT 10.
MT6 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: High Mass Loading
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Figure 6-11: MT 6 model, mass loading with 65.83 mg RDX
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Figure 6-12 represents simulated results for MT1 5 (Field soil) compared with experimental
results restricted to the same conditions, as was the case for the previous experiments. Field soil
comparisons would allow opportunity to model actual energetic material residue and predict real
soil conditions. The field soil lab experiments retained low concentrations until completion of the
experiment, whereas the simulation results declined rapidly. Figure 6-12 suggests that more work
is needed to model field soil conditions. For the field soil, it is possible that simply varying the
retardation could fix the problem, however attempts to rectify this problem proved unsuccessful.
Further research, including new simulation experiments would be beneficial. Nonetheless, the
code is capable of larger changes in retardation parameter using the capacity coefficient for
immobile/mobile regions that could benefit the model fit. Further work is needed to characterize
issues with field soil material.
MT15 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: Field Soil Study
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Figure 6-12: MT 15 model, Field Soil Comparison
Figure 6-13 compares simulated modeling results with experimental results for a large diameter
particle size. MT17 used a large particle diameter equal to 0.1 cm. The code was developed to
incorporate particle size into the parameters in order to allow for diameter changes to cause
effluent profiles to decrease the mass transfer rate processes. The inclusion of the Reynolds
number was defined with the particle diameter to attempt to account for surface area changes.
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The modified Sherwood number incorporates the Reynolds number to predict effluent solute, thus
diameter variations should change the mass transfer calculation.
Unfortunately, the change in particle diameter was not sufficient enough to account for the longer
depletion zone. Figure 6-13 shows that too much mass was removed prior to one day of
simulation, thereafter the remaining mass was so minimal the effluent profile declined more
rapidly than experimental data results demonstrate.
MT17 Modeling and Experimental Data Comparison: Large Particle Size
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Figure 6-13: MT 17 model, Large Particle Diameter
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6.4 Thesis Simulation Model Comparison to T2TNT Model
This section provides a comparative analysis between this work's simulation model and the
T2TNT model. Laboratory experiment MTlO was chosen as a good representation of
experimental conditions. Also, MT1O represented an average column experiment for both
models. T2TNT will be referred to explicitly, while this work's model will use simulation model
or another general name.
The T2TNT model was developed at Sandia National Laboratories and is discussed thoroughly in
the Sandia report [Phelan et. al., 2003]. Figure 6-14 below represents T2TNT simulation results
with MTl0 experimental results. The T2TNT model represented MT10 fairly well. Early time
frames (about 13 hrs) shows a sharp change from rising trends to depletion trends. Similar to the
simulation model in this work (Figure 6-15), the initial 'step-like' pattern of the experimental
results was not predicted well. From the results of Figure 6-14 and the data presented in this
chapter, the simulation model developed in this work profiles solute transport theory with relative
accuracy.
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Figure 6-14: T2TNT modeling simulation for MT10 [Phelan et. al., 2003, pg. 79, Fig. 70]
Figure 6-15 compares simulation model results with MT1O experimental results. This figure is
equivalent to Figure 6-6, except it is plotted versus hours and the relative concentration is
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presented instead. The simulation results from this work model the first 40 hrs better than
T2TNT, however T2TNT models the transient dissolution period with higher accuracy thereafter.
For the most part, both modeling programs characterize experimental results accurately. The
simulation model results have demonstrated the ability to model RDX solute transport profiles for
mass, flow rate, particle size, and field soil. When compared to T2TNT, the model results for
experiment MTI0 were similar.
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Figure 6-15: Simulation Model Results for MT10 produced from this work
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Chapter 7 Summary and Conclusions
The simulation code developed in this model incorporated a 1-Dimensional solute transport
equation to predict chemical effluent profiles. A numerical model was developed that: (1)
approximated the advective-dispersive solute transport equation; (2) included a linear driving
force mechanism; and (3) included sorption and degradation abilities. The model was coded
using Matlab© mathematical software by numerically approximating the partial derivatives. The
spatial derivatives were estimated with a central-difference approximation using a Taylor series
expansion on the derivative terms. The temporal derivatives were approximated using a
Crank-Nicholson scheme that averages concentration values from two consecutive time steps.
Experimental results were provided by [Phelan et. al., 2003]. The laboratory experiments showed
that temperature, mass loading, flow rate, and particle size were the most important factors
governing mass transfer. For this reason, the lab experiments were chosen for simulation study.
The code successfully characterized several experiments that varied mass loadings and flow rates.
In addition, the code modeled one field test and one larger particle size test, although not with the
same accuracy. Improvement capabilities are possible to better represent the larger particle size
and field soil experiments. .
In order to characterize the mass depletion rate, a modified Sherwood number that included
volumetric mass fraction as a function of time was incorporated. The mass transfer coefficient
was directly proportional to the Sherwood number and solved iteratively for both space and time
for each simulation. A linear driving force mechanism was chosen to model RDX solute
transport because literature effectively modeled chemical transient behavior [Imhoff et. al., 1998,
Powers et. al., 1994, Miller et. al., 1990]. This work verified that use of a linear driving force is
acceptable.
The model developed incorporated: (1) sorption; (2) degradation; (3) mobile-immobile regions;
and (3) solid-liquid mass transfer capabilities:
* Mass Transfer Test #10 fitted results by slightly adjusting constants given by
Miller et. al., [1990]
" The simulation code effectively predicted lab experiments for moderate mass and
flow variations
" Model verified remaining experiments with relative accuracy
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7.1 Final Comments
Numerical techniques were able to predict solute transport behavior very closely. One
experiment was used to model fit the data, the remaining tests verified the codes capabilities. The
simulation model code for evaluating RDX dissolution is capable of predicting mass and flow
variations accurately, but needs improvement for field soil, larger particle sizes, and other types
of experiments not modeled here. Future work could include modeling pulsed studies performed
at Sandia National Laboratories, and continued research is needed to develop the simulation code
to predict real life conditions. The simulation code is attached in Appendix A.
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Appendix A
Matlab Code:
clear all;
cdc;
clf;
funrction vpa
%ACTUAL PROPERTIES:,
%Exampl.e, MT 10 properties
% a 7.6 cm/day ; averaged from data
L 6", so run my code for longer than 6", show data at 6" position
T =7 days
Mi = 7.3 mg, 54% RDX
Cmax = (sat = 44 mg/L
% porosity = 0.3, estimated from data.
only reached 81% of C/Cmax on avg.
Section 1: Input User-controlled variables
% .......................... " .. .... . .... .... . .... .. ...... ........I................................ .....
%**********(srcnrle variables)********************%C . C. 0 5
% InItial conditions
%--------------------
%these ariabes are main var..ables chanced from experiment to
%experiment
%Lab experiment variables
Cs = 44; % (mg/L) Max saturated concentration at room temp.
M i = 3.57; %(mg) RDX mass or specified chemical
q = 7.6; % (cm/day) Flux rate
T = 10; %(days) Duration of experiment
%Glass bead composition (or soil) and column properties
phi = 0.30; % Porosity
h = 15; %(cm) Actual height of experimental column;
row b = 1.92; %(g/cm3) Dry bulk density of glass beads/soil
Ax = pi/4*2.54A2; %(cm2) Cross sectional area of column
Vtot = Ax*h; %(cm3) Column volume of simulation
Dl = 7.15E-6*(60*60*24); %-(cm2/day), Liquid diffusivity
alpha = 10; % (cm) Dispersiv.ity coefficient
%En rgeti materiaL properties
p-m = 1.65e3; %(mg/cm3) Density of CompB particles
dp = 0.01; %(cm) Composition B particle diameter;
%Water properties
pw = 1.00e3; % (mg/cm3) Density of water
mu w = (le-3)*(24*60*60)*(le4); %(mg/cm-day), Viscosity of water
%%% %% %OC% % % '%%% %
%***** ***k (End of User-controlled variables)*************%
% %%%%%%%%%% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% % %%%%%%%%% %%
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Sect' ion 2: Code determines Code-defined variables
%r1 C %%% %  %%%%% %% %%%%%%%%%%%%_% % %%% % % %%%%%%%%%
*K******* ******* (Code-defined variables)***b************%
%Spatial and temporal variable
L = 120; %(total column NODES) i.e. number of equations to solve
ColEnd = L; % Effluent end location along column
delX = h/L; %(cm) Spatial discretization
delT = .005; % (days) Temporal discretization
%Enter '0' for NO Degradat.ion or Sorption terms
%Enter '1' to customize constant coefficients
% Degradation and mobile-immobile constant coefficients
if 0 == 1
%EnergetJ.c material properties
degrad = 0; %(l/day), Degradation coefficient
row b = 0; % (g/cm3), Dry bulk density
%Glass bead composition (or soil) and column properties
K_D = 0; % (cm3/g), Linear sorption coefficient
rateCoeff = 0; %(1/day), Mobile-Immobile rate coefficient
capacBeta=0; %(--), Storage capacity coefficient
else
%Energeti..c materijaI propert:i.es
degrad = .03; %(1/day), Customized degradation coefficient
rowb = 1.92; %(g/cm3), Experimental dry bulk density
%Glass bead composition (or. soil) and column properties
K_D = 0.1; % (cm3/g), Cust.omized linear sorption coefficien
rateCoeff = 2; %(1/day), Customized mobile-immobile rate coeff.
capacBeta=3; %(--), Customized storage capacity coefficient
end
Sect.:on 2.1: Code defines the modified Sherwood number constants
%%%Mass Transfer Coeff.:icients
%Sherwood number; constant fitting-coefficients
al = 1.87; a=0.5; b=0.56; c=0.5;
%%%%%%;%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%~2
% .................................................................................................................................
% Section 2.2: Code initializes solid mass distribution
(thin .Layer or throughout column)
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% Code calculates the volumetric mass fraction
Code establishes upper boundary conditions
%Boundary Conditions
Cup = 0; upstream BC [mg/L]
/dC/dtix=End = 0 %Downstream BC, Gradient at effluent end is zero
%nitiavoi.umetr.ic mass fraction of RDX particles,
%Composition B mass layer
%met hod = 0 denotes no layer, mass is distributed throughout column
%method = 1 denotes layer centered about middle of column
method=0; num = 1; %5where num # of nodes from center of column
%NOTE: Switching methods requ.res f.:i..tting new Sherwood number
%constant coefficients
if method==O
Mass = M i/ (ColEnd-1) *ones (L, 1); %mass is distributed here
Initial Volumetric mass fractoin of RDX particles
theta_Mo = (1/pm/Vtot)*M_i/(ColEnd-l)*ones(L,1);
else
%Option 2: LAYER of RDX
Mass = zeros(L,1);
middle = round(ColEnd/2);
for j=-num:l:num
Mass(middle + j)=M-i/(2*num+l);
end
Mass Layer calcul.I.ation
thetaMo = (1/p m/Vtot)*Mi/(2*num+l)*ones(L,1); %Mass fraction
end
%Upper Boundary condition
Mass (1)=0; 'Top of column mass equals zero
%Volumetric mass content of CompB particles
thetaM (1/p m/Vtot)*Mass;
%****************(End of Code-def.:i.ned. vari.abl...es)*****************%
%% %5 %% % %%%%%%%%%%%%%% %% %%%%%%%%%%% %%%% %%% % % %%% % %%%%%%
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5 Section 3: Code creates matrices for new and old concentrations,
e rbed concentrations, mass available, change in mass, and data
5storage.
% ..... ................................... ........ ....... ..................................... ... ................ ...................................--.-..- -
%FILLING/CREATTNG MATRICES to store and calculate data
n = L; %Siz.e of column and number of equations solved
%Cold represents the old concentration values, Cnew are the new ones
Cold= (zeros (n,l)); Cold(l)=Cup; %Initial conditions
Cnew=Cold;
delM represents the array of mass difference removed from each node
delM = Cnew;
% Sold represents the mobile-immobile region
Sold = zeros(L,1);
g = ones(n,l);
% Cs, Csn represent the solubil.:i..ty l.imi.t concentrations at each node
Csn=Cs*ones(n,l);
Csn(l)=O; Csn(n)=O;Cs;
storing=[O 0 0); Used to store time and effluent concentration
MassRem = [0 0] ; Used to store cumulative mass removed in a matrix
delMtot=O; Cumulative total mass method 1
delMtot2=0; % Cumulative total mass method 2
result= 0; % Tracker, time at which to show results
check = 0;
EYE = eye(n); EYE(1,1)=0; EYE(n,n)=0;
SDegradati..on mass recovery
MassDegrad=0;
%.... .......... ... ......................................
% Section 4: Code calculates advection, dispersion, and sink terms
Code also evaluated dimensionless variables ]like the Reynolds number
% Volumetri..c Water Content
thetaw = phi; - thetaM;
Retardation/Sorption coefficient
R = 1 + KD*rowb/thetaw;
%Mobile-Immobile short-hand sorption coeff
zeta = 2*rateCoeff*delT*capacBeta/(2+rateCoeff*delT);
zeta = zeta/R;
%modified Degradation coefficient to include sorption
degrad = degrad/R;
; Pore Water Velocity
V = q./thetaw;
V = V/R;
%L.i.mit-ing mass allowed to be removed per volume of sample
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%solved from solubility limit value
LimMass = Cs*(q*delT*Ax/1000); (mg)
% -------------------------
% Hydrodynamic Dispersion Coefficient
Dh = alpha*V/R; + Di*0.66.^theta w; (cm2/day)
% Peclet Number
Pe = delX*V./Dh;
Sourant Number
Co = delT/delX*V;
%C.o Pe = Co/Pe
Co_Pe = Dh*delT/deLXA2;
% Reynold Number
Re = pw/mu w*dp.*V;
Schmidt Number;
Sc = mu-w/pw/Dh;
% Section 5: Code iterat.i..veLy solves for eff luent concentrat.ion
as a function of time and space
tic % Used to monitor elapsed computer time
start = delT;
%=========Start of Exper iment.
for t= start:delT:T %Duration of experiment stepwise
% (a) Cacul.ate the modifi.ed Sherwood number
Modi fIed Sherwood number
Sh=al*theta_w*(Re/theta_w)A a*ScAc*thet a_M.Ab;
% -----------------------------------
% (2) Calculate the Mass transfer coefficient
% MASS TRANSFER COEFF.
K_F = (1/R)*(1/thetaw).*Dh/d_pA2.*Sh;
%Dimensionless Mass transfer coeff :ic.:i.ent
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Da.koler number
%Da=del.L *KF;
%Da (t)0;
%this compensates for lag time of ini. wetting
%This is NOT used in this simulation and is encoded as an option
(3) Calculate the matrix coefficients
if method==1000& t<0.6
A = 0;
B = degrad/2;
C = 0;
KF = 0;
else
A = -Co Pe -Co/2;
B = 2*CoPe + delT.*KF + zeta + degrad/2;
C = -CoPe + Co/2;
end
% (4) Form the actual leading matrices for Cnew and Cold
MC = A*diag(g,-1) + C*diag(g,1);
MC = eye(n,n+1)*MC*eye(n+1,n) + diag(B);
% Establishes boundary conditions
MC(1,1)=1; MC(1,2)=0; MC(n,n-1)=-1; MC(n,n)=1;
% This function calculates the inverse of a Matrix for new
%con centration values
Inversion is calculated with the 'inv' internal function that
%reduces a set of equations
% that are.in matrices
(5) Invert the matrix to find Cnew
%~~~-~-~-~-~-~---------~~~~~~~Cn-w MATRiX INVER-ION
Cnew = inv(2*EYE+MC)*((2*EYE-MC)*Cold + 2*delT.*K_F.*Csn +
2*zeta*Sold);
(6) Determine deIM mass removed per elemental node
% l 'deM' represents the change .i.n mass removed per node
% 'Mass' represents the solid RDX mass remaining in simulation
% MASS REMOVED at each node
if 0==1
for i=2:n-1
% MASS REMOVED per node for each time step
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delM(i) = KF(i).*(Ax*delX*delT/1000).*(Csn(i)-Cnew(i));
end
else
% aster way to calculate mass removed per node
delM = KF.*(Ax*delX*delT/1000).*(Cs-Cnew);
end
(7) Determine solid RDX mass remaining in column
----------------------------
Mass Remain.ing-----------------*
if method==0
for i=1:n
if sum(delM(1:i))>=LimMass
check = check + 1;
delM(i)=LimMass-sum(delM(1:i-1));
else
%check check -1;
end
if delM(i)<0 'yesl';, delM(i)=0; end
Mass(i) = Mass(i) - delM(i);
if Mass(i)<O & i<n 'mass depleted';
Mass(i+1)=Mass(i+1) + Mass(i); Mass(i)=0;
elseif Mass(i)<0
Mass(i)=0;
end
end
else %-i f method = 1
for i=middle-num:1:middle+num
if sum(delM(middle-num:i))>=LimMass
check = check + 1;
delM(i)=LimMass-sum(delM(middle-num:i-1));
else
%check = check -1;
end
if delM(i)<0 'No mass left to remove';, delM(i)=0; end
Mass(i) = Mass(i) - delM(i);
if Mass(i)<0 & i<middle+num 'No remaining mass';
Mass(i+1)=Mass(i+1) + Mass(i); Mass(i)=0;
elseif Mass(i)<0 Mass(i)=0;
end
end
end % End of outside for loop
---------------------- End of Mass Remaining---------------------
--------------------------------------------------------
A
% )alculate volumetric mass fraction
VOLUMETRIC MASS FRACT.ON CALCULATI ON
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thetaM = (1/pm/Vtot)*Mass;
% ) VerifV Mass balance
%=== = === === ===MASS BALAN CE===============================%
delMtot = delMtot + sum(delM(1:ColEnd));
%delMtot2 = delMtot2 +
%(q*delT*Ax/1000) *Cnew(ColEnd); %+degradsum (Mass) *Vtot *phi;
massdiff = delMtot2-delMtot;
%d OF' MASS BALANCE========================
% (10) Determine sorbed concentration
%;Sorption storage of concentration
if capacBeta==O
else
Sold = zeta/2/capacBeta.*(Cnew + Cold -2.*Sold) + Sold;
end
Sold(l)=O; Sold(L)=O;
(1*1) Store degradation mass
% DEGRADATION cumulative calculation
MassDegrad = MassDegrad + degrad*sum(Mass)*Vtot*phi;
% (12) Assign new concentrations to old concentrations
%ASSIGNS NEW CONCENTRATIONS TO OLD ONES
Cold = Cnew;
% (13) Store effluent concentration
%STORING RESULTS
%if abs (t-result)<=le-3 t==start
if method== 0
storing = [storing; t Cnew(ColEnd) Cnew(ColEnd/2)];
else
storing = [storing; t Cnew(ColEnd) Cnew(middle+num)];
end
MassRem=[MassRem; delMtot delMtot2];
result=result+.1;
% end
%^A^^^A^^^A^^AA^^^^^AAA^^^A^^AA^^AA^A^
end end of experiment
==End of Experiment
toc Elapsed time
(14 P1o Resu1ts
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f igure (1)
hold on;
%plot(storing(:,1),MassRem(:,1), 'c -
plot(storing(:,1),storing(:,2));
- (1.) Write text to file
save storing.txt storing -ascii;
save MassRem.txt MassRem -ascii;
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